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(Abstract)
Twentieth Century climatology was dominated by two great figures: Wladamir
Köppen and C. Warren Thornthwaite. The first carefully developed climatic parameters
to match the larger world vegetation communities. The second developed complex
formulas of “Moisture Factors” that provided efficient understanding of how
evapotranspiration influences plant growth and health, both for native and non-native
communities.
In the latter half of the Twentieth Century, the Sunset Magazine Corporation
develop a purely empirical set of Garden Zones, first for California, then for the thirteen
states of the West, now for the entire nation in the National Garden Maps. The Sunset
Garden Zones are well recognized and respected in Western States for illustrating the
several factors of climate that distinguish zones. But the Sunset Garden Zones have
never before been digitized and examined statistically for validation of their
demarcations.
This thesis examines the digitized zones with reference to PRISM climate data.
Variable coverages resembling those described by Sunset are extracted from the PRISM
data. These variable coverages are collected for two buffered areas, one in northern
California and one in southern California. The coverages are exported from ArcGIS 9.1
to SAS® where they are processed first through a Principal Component Analysis, and
then the first five principal components are entered into a Ward’s Hierarchical Cluster
Analysis. The resulting clusters were translated back into ArcGIS as a raster coverage,
where the clusters were climatic regions. This process is quite amenable for further
examination of other regions of California
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A Statistical Examination of the Climatic Human Expert System,

The Sunset Garden Zones for California
“Clusters may be regarded as classes of observation such as types of neighborhood,
forest, or whatever that represent potentially useful categories in further research.
Classification is fundamental to any branch of knowledge. Think of the periodic table of
elements in chemistry, or the elaborate zoological classifications of species. Cluster
analysis can help us to identify potential classifications in statistical data, and this may be
an important first step in the development of theory”. (O’Sullivan & Unwin, 2003)
“If your think it is in vain,
try and try and try again.”
--Heading in English from a paper by Wladamir Köppen (cited in Wilcock, 1968)

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Vegetation is the signature of climate. Humankind recognizes the possibilities or
limitations of a land by what sprouts from the ground. Cacti signal a desert, lanai a
tropical forest, and hardwoods a temperate region. As the world was explored, botanists
gave taxonomy to vegetation and classified the riches of a region by its botanical
resemblance to well-known regions of the world. This gave settlers some understanding
of how these new regions could be made productive. But, long before, the indigenous
peoples of a region knew, through generations of oral history, the complexities of their
climate, and the plants and crops they could grow.
In the contemporary age, humankind is extremely mobile. There are few oral
traditions of what a region’s climate once was or could be, except among some
indigenous tribes, e.g., the Navaho or Hopi, and isolated farming communities, such as
the Amish, which all have generations of oral tradition. Modern humankind moves and
re-settles constantly, and is therefore not apt to be aware of what remains of local
traditions of the regions climate.
A couple of humorous examples illustrate the confusion to our mobile culture.
Years ago, the British actor Michael Caine was interviewed on Sixty Minutes. Caine had
moved to a house with a large garden he wish to develop, as he was an avid gardener in
Great Britain. Timing of planting is an important consideration in England’s capricious
and soggy climate. In the British Isles, delicate plants are “healed in” or stored in warm
boxes and backyard nurseries until the optimal planting time. Caine entered a Los
Angelos nursery, chose some plants, purchased them and then asked the sales clerk when
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would be the best time to plant them. The nursery salesperson replied, “When you get
home, Mr. Caine.” Michael Caine was surprised by such a casual attitude to gardening.
A few years later he moved back to England, where he gardens and understands the local
oral traditions.
A second illustration is the oral tradition in parts of the eastern United States that
the last frost data concurs with the leafing out of the native oaks of the regions. What
does it mean to someone familiar with that tradition if that individual is transplanted to
California where Southern Live Oaks do not lose their leaves, but where there are still
possibilities of frost? A software developer and his or her family might re-settle from the
mid-Atlantic states to southern California, and be flummoxed by the change of climate.
Nothing is familiar. They experience that many evergreen plants, such as the Live Oak
or the Camphor True, shed old leaves quite heavily in the Spring while developing new
leaves. No tree reliably offers Fall color. Some bushes and trees become deciduous in
Spring or Summer (the Jacaranda tree and the native fuchsia-flowered gooseberry).
Purchasing a house that has specimens of any of these or many others can be absolutely
bewildering to a non-native. Familiar plants to an Easterner, such as forsythia, hosta,
tulips hybrids, and eastern dogwood, languish without the identifiable change of season
of their native regions. Home owners develop strong sentimental attachments to the
garden plants of their origins. When nothing that they know grows in these new climates,
how strong must be the sense of bewilderment! The home gardener or professional
horticulturist, who now must attain knowledge of unfamiliar terrain, often turns to the
map of the USDA Plant Hardiness Zones, the standard of reckoning climate for the
relatively flat and homogeneous eastern United States.
However, the problem with this map is that the plant hardiness zones are built on
a single variable, winter cold. East of the Rockies, the zones roughly follow latitude.
Sensibly, without complexity from terrain, the single variable of winter cold will drop as
latitude increases. In contrast, the complexity of mountainous topography and marine
versus continental air masses confounds the horizontal tendency of the zones as they
extend west of 105°W, where the Rocky Mountains rise from the high prairie. As a
result, the growing climate of the western United States becomes illegible, even nonsensical for USDA agricultural purposes. No purpose is served by zones climbing the
shoulders of steep mountains. Moreover, although the USDA Plant Hardiness Zones
classify Phoenix, AZ and Portland, OR together in Zone 8 (Figure 1.1), even a casual
visitor recognizes that these two cities share little or no vegetation or climatic features.
All that the two cities share on this map are winter lows of 10°-20° Fahrenheit.
The National Gardening Association (2006) has recently made explicit the
benefits to the eastern United States, and the drawbacks to the western United States in
very clear contrasts:
For the eastern half of the United States, the USDA maps are useful because:
1. The east is comparatively flat.
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2. Because of its flatness, the zones run roughly parallel to the Gulf Coast, and
change approximately every 120 miles.
3. The USDA Zones do tilt up as they approach the Atlantic, in recognition of
marine influence.
4. The USDA Zones do demarcate those few exceptions to the uniformity in the
eastern United States. They recognize the special climates around the Great
Lakes and in the higher elevations of the Appalachian Mountains.
But for the Western half of the United States, the USDA maps are incapable of noting:
1. the protection of a continual blanket of snow on perennial plants during the
winter.
2. the regularity or absence of freeze-thaw cycles. The freeze-thaw cycle is a cruel
killer of plants or of their spring display in the eastern United States. Many
regions of the western United States experience seasons that follow a smoother
warming trend from Winter to Spring to Summer.
3. the possibility of snow drainage during cold periods, which would protect plant
root systems.
In conclusion, the National Garden Association states that “in the rest of the
country (west of the 100th meridian, which runs roughly through the middle of North and
South Dakota and down through Texas west of Laredo), the USDA map fails. (2006)” I
would also like to add the benefits of warming Chinook-type winds during winter. These
winds make garden chores possible for horticulturists while leaving the ground safely
covered with snow and the plants protected from the desiccating cold winds and rootballkilling mud-seasons of the eastern United States.
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Portland, OR

Phoenix, AZ

Figure 1.1: Portland, OR and Phoenix, AZ both in USDA Zone 8

Consequently, in the western states, gardeners and horticulturists turn for
guidance to the Sunset Western Garden Zones, a more complex taxonomy of climate
built on several variables, rather than on a single one. Sunset Magazine originally
compiled this map from a database of forty years of collected observations by
horticulturists across the state of California. Gradually, this database has grown to
include all western states. In the past five years, the Sunset Zones (Figure 1.2) have
expanded to become the National Garden Map for the entire United States. By
recognizing local variations in climate that far exceed the USDA Plant Hardiness Map,
the generally accepted map of the Eastern United States, this map provides the home
gardener and professional horticulturist alike with the fine detail needed for successful
cultivation in a specific area.
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Portland, OR

Phoenix, AZ

Figure 1.2: The Sunset National Garden Map

In contrast to the USDA zone map, which lumps the climates of Portland, OR
and Pheonix, AZ into a Zone 8, the Sunset map allocates a distinctive zone to each city.
It assigns Portland to “Zone 6: Oregon’s Willamette Valley” and describes the growing
season as “mid-Mar. to mid-Nov., with somewhat warmer temperatures than in Zone 5.
Ocean influence keeps winter lows about the same as in Zone 5. Climate suits all but
tender plants and those needing hot or dry summers” (Sunset, 2006) The Sunset Map
locates Phoenix in “ZONE 13: Low or Subtropical Desert” and describes the growing
season as “Growing season: mid-Feb. through Nov., interrupted by nearly 3 months of
incandescent, growth-stopping summer heat. Most frosts are light (record lows run from
19° to 13° F/-17° to -11° C); scant rain comes in summer and winter” (Sunset, 2006).
These descriptions are sensible, even to the casual visitor, because Portland lies at
the northern end of one of the richest horticultural valleys in the world, whereas Phoenix
shares a desert climate within the same range of intensity as the Mojave Desert. This
example highlights one of many questions raised by a close examination of climate and
the methods by which it is classified. The classification that is adequate for growing
certain crops in the eastern United States provides next to no information for growing
crops in the western United States.
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Oliver and Hidore (1984) list several of what could be innumerable important
effects of climate and approaches towards climate classification. Although climate
classifications provide structured answers and direction to all they have listed, not one is
perfect for studying all effects. However, several classifications on Oliver and Hidore’s
list are relevant just to the few classifications studied in this thesis. These (Oliver and
Hidore, 1984) include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The human response to climate
Climatic requirements for crop growth
Water needs and precipitation effectiveness related to vegetation
Study and identification of climatic analogs, for example, agricultural analogs.
Vegetation distribution related to climatic controls
Geomorphic processes acting under different climatic conditions
Climate and soil-forming processes
Continentality and oceanicity as climatic determinants

1.2 Objectives for this thesis
The objectives of this thesis are:
1. to digitize the Sunset Zones for California into a Geographical Information
Systems (GIS), in order to facilitate the statistical examination of select
areas. *
2. to describe and examine the historical climate classifications devoted to
the state of California. These included the classifications constructed by
Russell (1926), Kesseli (1942) with Ackerman (1941), James (1961),
Patton in Donley et al. (1979), and Kauffman (State of California, 2003),
all of which are devoted to climate classification as first developed by
Wladamir Köppen in the first half of the twentieth century. In addition,
Patton (1951) also attempted a climate classification of California
according to Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification. These bear
significant comparison with the development of the Sunset Zones. Lastly,
the California Department of Water Resources presently uses updated
modifications of formulae by Penman (Penman, 1948; Eching and
Moellenberndt, 1981). This work is all in direct lineage from concepts of
“potential evapotranspiration” inspired by Thornthwaite (1948). The
product of the California Department of Water Resources in the use of
these very advanced climatic formulae provided the one essential coverage
that I could not produce with available data.
3. to use digital technology to analyze statistically two subdivisions of the
zones of California.
*

The author was given permission to scan, geo-reference, and digitize from the resulting collage of pages
MacCausland, J. (2004). Personal communication.
MacCausland, general editor for Sunset Magazine, generously sent the latest edition of the Sunset
Western Garden Book Benzel, K. N., Ed. (2001). Sunset Western Garden Book. Menlo Park, CA, Sunset
Publishing Company.
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a. the San Francisco Bay area east to Lake Tahoe, and
b. San Diego County east to the border with Arizona.
4. to validate Sunset Garden Zones with this climatic data.
These two small regions were chosen for a couple of reasons: In its present form,
the Sunset Garden Zones divide all of California into 22 distinct sub-climates (this
includes a subdivision of Zone 2 into Zones 2A and 2B). An appropriate analysis
of the entire large state for so many sub-divisions is beyond the scope of a
Master’s thesis. These two small regions contain many of the most characteristic
Sunset Zones that are representative of northern California and of southern
California respectively (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Sunset Zones for California with thesis study sites
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5. to suggest a re-definition of the boundaries of the Sunset Western Garden
Zones, once these essential variables are isolated through statistical
methods. The impetus for this part of the present thesis has come from the
questions Godfrey (1999) posed in his thesis: Using ArcGIS 9.1 and
SAS® **, can one extract of proper variables coverages from PRISM
climatological data for a Principal Component Analysis followed by a
Ward’s Hierarchical Cluster Analysis in order to represent new agroclimatic zones? Godfrey’s chosen state was Idaho.

1.3 Significance
The benefits to statistical descriptions of these zones by variables are numerous.
Many provide answers to the list provided above by Hidore and Oliver (1993).
1. Once accomplished for even a few zones, the rate of success of native and
introduced species and diseases in sub-regions of California may be more
precisely predicted.
2. Certain regions have great economic significance. Sunset Zone 14 is of particular
significance as a definition of many of the best wine growing regions of
California. While these regions are already generally recognized, new varietals of
wine grape could be more successfully cultivated by recognizing the regional
variables in common with their regions of origin.
3. The probability that an introduced species might become invasive could
conceivably be predicted even at the coarse level of an earlier, twentieth century
classification, such as one by Wladamir Köppen. When a plant is taken to a
region with conditions much like its original region, it may behave at least as
robustly. A finer examination of climatic conditions might determine the
boundary of an economically useful species where it is controllable.
4. Conversely, certain species from similar regions world-wide are becoming
extinct. Their survival may depend on close matches between their native
environment and a nursery region in another part of the world.
5. With a greater understanding of climate comes a greater understanding of the uses
of natural resources. Water and soil are precious in California. Good climate
classification could also provide good standards of stewardship.

**

This acronym stands for Statistical Analysis System, a very powerful multi-variate statistical software
suite. ArcGIS is the flagshaip Geographical Information System (GIS) interface for Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI), The two are connected for this project for software scripting.
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6. Finally, anomalies could be better recognized. Where agricultural and
horticultural experiments have failed, a finer scale of analysis could suggest
remedies.

1.4 Organization
This thesis has responded to the perceived need to digitize the Sunset Garden
Zones Map in order to provide a vehicle from which to launch a statistical analysis of
these zones. Because of the size of California, this thesis has focused on two regions:
San Francisco Bay Area to Lake Tahoe and San Diego area to the state line with Arizona,
because of their inclusive climatic conditions. The ultimate goal was to sharpen or
redefine the boundaries of these zones once the statistically significant variables were
isolated.
Chapter 2 provides a review of literature relevant to the development of this
thesis. Chapter 3 describes in more detail the rationale for the sites chosen and the
selection of variables in processing data for these sites. Then, chapter 3 outlines the
research methodology with the selection variable coverages. Chapter 4 presents the
results of the cluster analyses resulting from this process, and discusses observations,
many of which were unexpected. Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter examines a number of climate classifications relevant to this study in
their authors’ attempts to provide some visual organization of California’s diverse
climates. Most offer variations of the climate classification of the dominant figure of the
first half of the twentieth century, WIadamir Köppen. However, C. W. Thornthwaite’s
1931 and 1948 climate classifications, and subsequent attempts and variations of
Thornthwaite’s “Moisture Factor” movement cannot be ignored, as they highlight other
complexities of California’s climate. This chapter also reviews Godfrey’s (1999)
research methodology as his thesis was the foundation for this thesis.
Essenwanger (2001), who was the first to attempt a history of climate
classification, has discussed approximately 60 climate classifications or variations just for
the twentieth century, and another dozen or more for periods previous to 1900. Since his
discussion of twentieth century variations has focused largely on the developers of
Köppen, he has not listed or discussed any of the important successors of Thornthwaite’s
1948 climate classification, save one—Malmström’s, to whom he allotted only four lines
of text. Nor he does not mention Penman, variations of whose formulas are in common
use in many parts of the world today, including California (Penman, 1956; Eagleman,
1976; Temesgen and Eching, 2005). A modified version of Penman will be an essential
coverage in the analysis section of this thesis.
Essenwanger, however, cannot be faulted for omissions, because organizing a
confusing set of taxonomies in various levels of completion and testing in a single
volume presents numerous problems. His work has made it clear that the early twentieth
century is the Age of Köppen, and that later twentieth century climate classification is
almost always some response to Köppen’s. The most unique response came from C. W.
Thornthwaite (1948), discussed below, and and was followed by those responding to
Thornthwaite. The chapters following this literature review are devoted to the
contemporary advents in the new use of “Mathematical (Statistical) Systems”, but this
chapter lists few examples. The new computer age statistical systems could be the “next
volume” of climate classification after Köppen’s era and Thornthwaite’s “Moisture
Factor”.
Figure 2.1 shows a Köppen map of California placed next to a highly simplified
Küchler Map of Natural Potential Vegetation for California (Kuchler, 1964). Figure 2.2
shows the same attempt made with an overlay of two of Thornthwaite’s four separate
1948 climate classification maps, because even with modern technology, it is difficult to
impossible to represent all four as one map overlay. This figure shows Thornthwaite’s
secondary Thermal Efficiency map is added to his primary Moisture Index map. Just
these two together produce 46 possible subdivisions of climate (which cannot be placed
in a legend for such a small-scaled map) compared with just 9 divisions for the Köppen
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map (Figure 2.1). The Köppen lists 11 divisions, but the areas of Dfc and Dsa are merely
a couple of raster cells in area. This could be a mistake in the interpolation process.

Figure 2.1: Köppen classification and Simplified Küchler NPV for California
(See Appendix A for Expanded Köppen Climate Codes)
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Figure 2.2: Thornthwaite 1948 Compared with Simplified Küchler NPV for California

Apparent similarities between the two maps, even without a legend for the
Thornthwaite map, include the clear divisions of wetter and drier regions, and the
topographic and marine influences. But there are also clearly notable distinctions, such
as no special demarcations for distinctive vegetation communities in the Thornthwaite
map, unless the user has some knowledge of California. Then the Thornthwaite map
appears to follow general trends of forest and ground cover types, the darker blues
signifying the provinces of higher elevation conifers, and the lighter blues mixed
vegetation of conifers and oaks, such as the more drought-tolerant digger pine belt
surrounding the Great Central Valley. Small regions of blue near the coast approximate
the regions of redwood and Monterey pine. The lightest gradations of yellow both near
the coast and in the foothills of the mountain ranges are regions of several oak species
and mixed hardwood evergreens.
In contrast to the Köppen map, which continues to define Csa and Csb (See
Appendix A) in the Great Central Valley and further down into drier southern California,
the Thornthwaite map clearly illustrates these drier conditions. Thus, the low vegetation
of grasslands, coastal scrub, and chaparral appear grouped together. The truly red regions
resemble quite closely the B climate desert and steppes of Köppen classification.
Patton (1951) expressed disappointment that he did not see correspondences to
vegetation in his thesis work. But there is a correspondence to natural vegetation
communities in Thornthwaite’s classification. The emphases are clearly distinct from
Köppen. Whereas Köppen classification always began with some reference to
temperature, Thornthwaite and those coming after him focused on the “Moisture Factor”
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(Essenwanger, 2001). This difference in emphasis probably altered the response from
demarcations of vegetation “communities” to demarcations of vegetation “requirements.”
This Moisture Factor is Thornthwaite’s great conceptual contribution to climate
classification. Rather than defining a region by highs and low temperature and timing of
seasonal rains, Thornthwaite’s work relates the essential accounting of precipitation in a
water balance with his term “potential evapotranspiration”. There are three lasting
contributions from Thornthwaite:
First, instead of regions, Thornthwaite’s equation made indices, for moisture and
heat (or, as he terms it, “thermal efficiency”), etc. Both his 1931 and 1948 climate
classifications provide continuous scales that are effective measurements far beyond
climate classification. Chang (1959) lists that the Thornthwaite’s indices have been
“used to estimate soil moisture, soil tractionability, irrigation water needs, surface or
subsurface runoff, world-wide change in sea levels, and the like”. Even with the earlier
1931 climate classification, Daniels and Johnson (2006) have used the fine gradation to
represent soils classifications for Texas (figure 2.3)

Figure 2.3: Thornthwaite's 1931 Climate Classification Compared with Soil Regime
(Daniels and Johnson, 2006)

Second, Thornthwaite coined the term “Potential evapotranspiration”, which means
the collective potential of evaporation from the soil and transpiration from vegetation.
Note the word “potential”. When precipitation exceeds the potential, what falls to the
ground is runoff through the watershed. But when precipitation is less than the potential,
moisture is taken from reserve in the ground. When there are not the necessary reserves,
actual evapotranspiration is less than potential evapotranspiraton and a period of drought
ensues. This concept effectively changes the emphasis of climate from simply heat and
comfort to the utility of the soil. Thornthwaite or successors such as Penman have
contributed valuable research to the proper use and conservation of water and soil.
Third, and a consequence of the first two, Thornthwaite introduced the Water
Balance, bookkeeping brought to climate. Ingeniously, Thornthwaite thought beyond the
common concept of time in climate as the statistical average of a 30-year “normal”.
Whereas Köppen thought only of the main season of precipitation, Thornthwaite divided
the statistical climatic year to a bookkeeping system of debits and credits. The location
chosen to express this water balance is Vancouver, Wa. It shares with much of coastal
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California both the dry season of Pacific coast summers, and the mild year-round
temperatures of a marine climate.
Each climatic month has a statistical amount of precipitation (“ppt” in Table 2.1 and
“precipitation” in Figure 2.4). Precipitation can be graphed for the climatic year month
by month as a curve. For a Pacific Coast climate, this is almost always a curve that slide
gradually and steadily down to 1” or less for each summer month. This curve slides
upward with the cooling of the seasons.
Thornthwaite added another line to the table and graph, potential evapotranspiration
(“PE” in the table, “Potential Evap” in the graph). Again, typical for the arid summer
west, this line will mirror the precipitation almost exactly in some locations, or else will
be several factors exaggerated in comparison for the hotter drier regions of the southwest.
The lines below the table refer to the amount of water stored in the ground (“ST”) and
changes in storages due to rising temperature and diminishing precipitation (“ΔST”).
The reader will note that ground water storage is 4.0 inches for the cooler months.
Thornthwaite considered this to the holding capacity of most soils. So the change in
storage (“ΔST”) remains 0 inches. Water at this time of year is runoff.
But, as the months turn warmer and precipitation diminishes, there comes a time
when potential evapotranspiration must reach for the reserves in the soil. The reserves
drop below 4 inches. By late summer along the Pacific Coast, those reserves can be
exhausted. Then, the Actual Evapotranspiration (“AE” or “Actual Evap”) will be less
than the potential. This is now a period of drought. Native plants adapt. Horticulturists
bring out their hoses to compensate. This continues until the graphed lines of
precipitation and potential evapotranspiration cross again. The fall rains recharge the soil
to its 4 inches of capacity, and the rest once again becomes runoff.
Table 2.1: Water Balance Calculation Table for Vancouver, WA (Oliver and Hidore, 1984)
Item
PE
PPT
ST
ΔST
AE
D
S
MR

J
0.5
5.6
4.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
5.1
10.2
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F
0.7
4.4
4.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
3.7
5.3

M
1.2
4.0
4.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
2.8
2.3

A
2.0
2.3
4.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.3
0.2

M
3.1
2.0
2.9
-1.1
3.1
0.0
0.0
-0.4

J
3.9
1.9
0.9
-2.0
3.9
0.0
0.0
-0.5

J
4.8
0.5
0.0
-4.3
1.4
3.4
0.0
-0.9

A
4.4
0.7
0.0
-3.7
0.7
3.7
0.0
-0.8

S
3.4
1.6
0.0
-1.8
1.6
1.8
0.0
-0.5
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O
2.0
3.6
1.6
1.6
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.8

N
0.9
5.6
2.4
4.7
0.9
0.0
2.3
5.2

D
0.4
6.7
0.0
6.3
0.4
0.0
6.3
15.8

J
0.5
5.6
4.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
5.1

Yr.
27.3
38.9

18.4
8.9
20.5
36.6
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Water Budget for Vancourver, Wa
8
6
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Soil Moisture
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Figure 2.4: Graph of the Water Table in figure 7

Thornthwaite made two assumptions that were ultimately very unpopular in devising
this table. First, he made the assumption that most soils had a moisture-holding capacity
of 4 inches (25mm.). Second, because wind velocity data was not commonly available,
he decided that the dessication through wind was negligible.
A layperson would probably find these assumptions to be ridiculous. These
assumptions do make Thornthwaite unusable for this thesis. California is quite windy,
especially along the coast. It has a great variety of soils. Coastal sandy soils will dry
much more rapidly than inland clays.
The very same year as Thornthwaite’s major publication (1948), the physicist H. L.
Penman (Penman, 1948) improved on Thornthwaite’s valuable contributions above and
also accounted for soil and wind, and grounded all on a sound theoretical framework.
Penman’s equations are much too complex to explain in this equation. But they work,
and the California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) use variations of
Penman to develop the shapefile coverage that will provide essential divisions to the
California coast at a level of resolution that represents the very narrow and complexly
inter-related Sunset Garden zones 14-24. What the reader might keep in mind from
Table 2.1 and especially from Figure 2.4 is the Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) line.
In CIMIS’s use of Penman’s PET, it alone becomes a sort of identifying fingerprint that
unites long narrow regions of the coast. Stretches along the coast may have vastly
different amounts of annual precipitation, but the coastal conditions of mild temperature,
soil and wind unite these regions for hundreds of miles.
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To give the reader some appreciation of the complexity of the models CIMIS used for
this coverage, I cannot do better than a block quote from the CIMIS Website:
The two models that are used in CIMIS are the Penman-Monteith and a version of
Penman's equation modified by Pruitt/Doorenbos (Proceedings of the International
Round Table Conference on "Evapotranspiration", Budapest, Hungary. 1977). The
Modified Penman employs a wind function developed at UC Davis. The version used
in CIMIS uses hourly weather data to calculate ETo instead of daily weather data.
Hourly averages of weather data are used in the "model" to calculate an hourly ETo
value. The 24 hourly ETo values for the day (midnight to midnight) are summed to
result in daily ETo. Air temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity are measured
directly at each weather station. Vapor pressure is calculated from relative humidity
and air temperature. Hourly net radiation is estimated using a method developed by
the University of California. This method uses solar radiation, vapor pressure, air
temperature, and a calculated monthly cloud coefficient (CK) (Temesgen and Eching,
2005).

2.2 Sunset Garden Zones For California and Kuchler’s Natural
Potential Vegetation
Figure 2.5 shows the Sunset Garden Zones for California with legend. It can be
compared with Figures 2.1 and 2.2. As stated elsewhere, Köppen’s intention in climate
classification was to discover climatic parameters that defined vegetation communities.
Also, Thornthwaite’s 1948 classification in Figure 5 does define vegetation communities,
but also different emphases. A question that might arise is, just how well do these maps
of Köppen, Thornthwaite, and the Sunset Garden Zones match against actual detailed
maps of California’s vegetation?
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Figure 2.5: The Sunset Garden Zones Digitized for California

This may be unanswerable in the parameters of any of the three climate
classifications. There are two maps of Natural Potential Vegetation (NPV) for California.
Kuchler (1964) created one map of the conterminous United States, based on what a
single hypothetical “snapshot” of the United States with all vegetation communities in
their climax stage. For this map, he describes twenty-two vegetation communities for
California out of sixty-three for the entire conterminous United States.
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Figure 2.6: Kuchler's California Section of the Natural Potential Vegetation for the United States
(Kuchler, 1964)

Later, Küchler returned to California to find evidence of other communities that
are solely endemic for California. His self-published map and reference (1977) now
displayed fifty-six separate vegetation communities for California—only a few less than
the total listed earlier for the entire United States.
Both maps in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are marked with color swatch, number, and
vegetation common name. These are connected by arrows that represent the Köppen
zone in which each would hypothetically appear. Early in my research, I at one time
attempted to understand how such a variety of vegetation communities could relate to the
Köppen boundaries. One might offer a vote of confidence to the Sunset Zones, or even
Thornthwaite’s maps, for recognizing such sheer variety.
At one time in my research, I wrote a programming routine that would list
vegetation types and percentages of these vegetation types within each Köppen climate
zone. The results were surprising, until considered in light of the Sunset Garden Zones.
Rather than discovering certain dominant vegetation communities that defined the
Mediterranean Csa and Csb, I discovered that sheer variety itself appeared to distinguish
Csb and Csa from the other climates. The diversities were much higher than what was
discovered in the desert or mountain regions. Moreover, the very mild coastal Csb had a
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significantly higher diversity than the hot summer Csa. The conclusion reached was not
support for Köppen or Thornthwaite. It is not possible to perform such an analysis yet on
the Sunset Garden Zones, as they are not precisely drawn. But their sheer variety,
especially within coastal influence, shares closer correspondence with Küchler’s maps
than do the other climate classifications.

Figure 2.7: Kuchler's Natural Potential Vegetation for California as a Separate Publication
(Küchler, 1977)

2.3.1 A Brief History of Climate Classification for California
Even though modern technology has brought advances to the study of climate and
vegetation unimaginable to Köppen, his contributions made him the dominant force of
climate classification for the first half of the twentieth century (Essenwanger, 2001). If
the methodology Köppen could be summed up in few words, it was of many decades of
patience. Through many decades he developed and refined a system resembling the
“line-shifting” of the nineteenth century (Wilcock, 1968) until his own fundamental work
was completed by 1918. Then, again quite patiently and persistently, he continued to
refine his system through several more publications, until the finalized form with Rudolf
Geiger (Köppen and Geiger, 1936). Köppen’s system, or some close variation such as
Trewartha’s (1980), continues to thrive as an educational tool in the study of climatology.
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Indeed, the most commonly seen map is likely to be a Köppen classification, because
maps of climate are commonly Köppen classifications. While developing his climatic
classification over many decades of the first half of the twentieth century, he had access
to some of the first world maps of climate and of vegetation. Köppen was a botanist and
had a persistent inquisitive mind that wanted to understand the uniqueness of natural
vegetation communities in terms of the uniqueness of climatic features.
There are good reasons for the broad appeal of Köppen classification. The taxonomy is
simple, and follows an order that represents not only an easily apprehensible procedure of
climate classification, but also a very ancient and natural human response to climate.
Behind the shorthand of strings naming climatic regions, it is possible to imagine any
conversation by a wandering homesteader with a longtime denizen. The conversation
would follow the letters of Köppen classification (See Appendix A for Köppen climate
code and expanded Köppen climate codes):
“Excuse me, Sir or Madame, I wish to stay here, buy land, clear the ground, and plant.
Can you tell me:
How cold does it become in winter?” (first letters A, C, D, E)
When are the rains? Is there a period of drought?” (all the second letters for A, C, D, E,
or else classification B).
How hot does it become in summer?” (All the third letters)
Are there other things I should know?” (All the fourth letters) (See Appendix A)
Besides the associations with natural vegetation, Köppen classification makes
natural associations with humanity’s habit of use for a land and its climates. In spite of
the associations that Köppen discovered between climate and natural vegetation, an
agriculturist studying the Köppen map of Figure 2.8 could recognize the
“Tobacco/Cotton Belt” of Cfa in the SouthEast, the “Corn Belt” of Dfa in the Mid-West,
the “Winter Wheat” belt of Dfa in the Upper-Mid-West, and range land of the Prairies
west of the 100th Meridian.
With a Mediterranean region, agricultural associations become more complex.
Although the olive is a traditional agricultural plant of Mediterranean climates, that says
little or nothing about the possibilities for a land that, through irrigation, can grow almost
anything at almost any season, in accordance with the proper latitude and amplitude of
annual temperature. A land that hovers so close to frost-free can render almost endless
possibilities. The varieties of climate within California are many-fold greater than the
two or three designations offered by Köppen. The Sunset Zones Map recognizes this
when it divides Köppen’s Mediterranean regions many fold. This perhaps references
back to the sheer variety of the Küchler maps of Natural Potential Vegetation. To the
settler, such variety might have implied naturally endless possibilities.
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Figure 2.8: Köppen classification using ArcGIS Model Builder and PRISM data

Although the strings of letters seem cryptic at first, they are shorthand for a
human understanding of land. Essenwanger (2001) has written that, earlier, other authors
criticized Köppen for being as arbitrary as the less-than-impartial climatologists of the
nineteenth century. But Essenwanger defended Köppen:
The boundaries were established for human effects, biological, economic,
vegetation, and plant life factors. In the 1928 form he recognized that 18°C is an
optimum temperature for human activity. Climate zones which have monthly
mean above that are too hot.
A lower bound with -3°C for the coldest monthly mean was selected
because months with a lower mean show a considerable cover with snow through
an extended time period in winter. This boundary was later revised to 0°C by
Trewartha, Critchfield, etc. to fit the boundaries in the US better between C and D
climates. . . .
Whenever the maximum mean monthly temperature remains below 10°C
these climate zones do not have significant tree growth. Thus, this temperature
was selected to separate ‘tree-climates’ and others . . . . Since plant life is affected
by drought Köppen reserved one category (B) especially for aridity conditions
(2001).
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Essenwanger (2001) continued with the evolution of the B climate parameters.
This particular designation continued to be troublesome long after Köppen’s death.
However, Köppen and Geiger were satisfied that their collaboration had produced not an
impossibly perfect system, but a reasonable taxonomy based on the first available world
maps of climatology and botanic geography. As Essenwanger has stated, much future
criticism came from those authors who had produced their own systems.
Because of the diversity of the California land mass and the state’s proximity to
the cold, deep, extremely moderating Pacific Ocean, there are seven published Köppen
classifications and maps devoted solely to California, as well as an unpublished thesis
devoted solely to a Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification of California. There is
even a classification of California devoted to special climates of California’s very long
coast (Putnam et al., 1960).
As Köppen classification was the first of climate taxonomies to gain wide
acceptance, climatologists and geographers would be attracted to its methodology in
describing California. Remarkable among the authors applying Köppen’s classification
to their work is the attempt of each to “extend” or “modify” Köppen classification to fit
or distinguish notable regions of California. Each found reason to deviate from classic
Köppen climate classification—sometimes quite widely and uniquely—to delineate
distinctive vegetation regions or to highlight some of the extremes of climatic conditions
within this one single state. Some simply invented their own distinctive parameters when
Köppen did not “fit” the boundaries that they themselves perceived. Such variation
indicates early on the desire to classify the many sub-zones of the California
Mediterranean climate. But some classifications were unique even for the less contested
B and D climates. The value of many of these maps of the twentieth century is, in fact, in
the idiosyncrasies which may in fact exist, but which are not visible in even the most
accurate of conventional classifications using modern technology. Many of these authors
have written and drawn regions that only the Sunset Zones themselves officially
recognize.

2.3.2 The first Köppen classification of California (1926)
Three years after Köppen’s 1923 classification, J. R. Russell (1926) published the
first of the Köppen classifications devoted solely to California. Russell was limited by
the availability of only somewhat more than 200 climatological stations for all of
California. Because the 200 or so stations were restricted to populated regions, Russell
had to rely on his extensive personal travels through isolated desert and mountainous
terrain. Such limited statistical data and perhaps the season in which he experienced
these regions probably led Russell to observations and conclusions for which Köppen
classification is simply too coarse a taxonomy to define.
Russell (1926), however, was a sensitive observer. Among his observations
(sometimes alone among authors) are a few that the Sunset Zones also recognize:
1. The “Delta Plume” : Alone among the Köppen classifiers, Russell (1926)
attempted to delineate the significant influence of marine air flowing east through
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the Sacramento River Delta and east into the Sacramento River Valley, termed the
“Delta Plume” for this paper (Figure 2.9). The Sunset Zones do recognize this
special region and designate it as Zone 14, in common with the wine-growing
regions of Napa and Sonoma Valley (Benzel, 2001). The “Delta Plume” did not
appear again in later Köppen classifications, but does appear again in nonKöppen classifications.
2.

Russell definied BWhh as regions with three or more months with mean
maximum temperatures above 100oF (37.8oC). He noticed a distinctive, very
sparse vegetation and barren terrain for this region, which is a large subset of the
lower Colorado Desert. Later researchers have used this special designation to
distinguish this section of the Colorado Desert, and sometimes also Death Valley
and parts of the Mojave Desert. Uniquely, Russell decided that the Mojave
Desert has a distinct winter maximum and should be designated BWhs—another
idiosyncratic alteration to Köppen.

3.
4. Russell conferred special subdivisions within the Cool Summer Mediterranean
region, Csb. He, in fact, makes three divisions of Csb, each of which differs
“quite as much from one another locally as does Csa from Csb” (Russell, 1926).
These divisions are:
1. Csn: the coastal “fog-belt” that is termed Csbn in later maps.
2. Csb: further inland from the Pacific.
3. Cs’ab: the Yellow Pine-Douglas Fir forest complex. Russell distinguished
this from regions that might otherwise be termed as Csa or Csb by the isohyet
of .75 inches (2 cm) during the three consecutive driest months. He believed
that these moister summer conditions overrode the temperature distinctions of
Köppen. He noted that, “the unification of this area in terms of a sufficient
amount of summer rainfall seems to be much greater than any diversification
with it based upon summer heat” (Russell, 1926) While there has been no
later reference to this union of zones in Köppen articles, this region does
roughly approximate the most extensive of Sunset Mediterranean Zones, Zone
7, the “Digger Pine Belt” of foothills surrounding the Great Central Valley
(Benzel, 2001). Sunset Zone 7 does itself straddle the demarcations of Csa
and Csb.
In 1938, Megis (1938) published a much longer article on Russell’s Köppen
classification as part of a series of science guides for elementary school teachers.
This article offered no new information on classification but it did provide highly
detailed descriptions of vegetation and topography for each zone Russell described, as
well as a map that provided useful guidance in determining some of the more poorly
reproduced sections of Russell’s original map.
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Cs’ab

BWhh

“Delta
Plume”

Figure 2.9: Special Features of Russell's Köppen 1926 Map

2.3.3 Thornthwaite’s First Climate Classification (1931)
Published only five years after Russell’s 1926 article above, Thornthwaite’s 1931
article, “The climates of North America: according to a new classification”, describes a
very new and distinctive creation (Figure 2.10). Thornthwaite developed empirical
formulae for two maps that are viewed separately, rather than combined. Moisture (here
called “Precipitation Effectiveness”), as mentioned above, now takes precedence over
heat (or “Thermal Efficiency”). This article was published before Thornthwaite’s
innovations of the monthly water balance and the concept of potential evapotranspiration.
At this early date, Thornthwaite appeared willing to topple Köppen as the leading
authority of climate classification. Even before the publication of Köppen and Geiger’s
final collaboration (Köppen and Geiger, 1936), Thornthwaite (1931) understood that
Köppen’s success was only at the resolution of “general relations of vegetation and soil to
climate over the earth but fails in detailed local analyses.” Thornthwaite perceived that a
much finer resolution of climate classification would unite the work of geographer,
ecologists, and soil scientists.
Authors previous to Thornthwaite had suggested that relationships of precipitation
and evaporation could provide the gauge for determining “precipitation effectiveness”
(Oliver and Hidore, 1984). Thornthwaite became continually associated with the terms
“efficiency” and “effectiveness”. It is an agricultural perspective on climate.
Evaporation and plant transpiration are natural, protective mechanisms utilized by
vegetation to reduce overheating (and possible cell damage) while maximizing the
production of chlorophyll. Adequate moisture, but heat at the “inefficient” time, yields
green tomatoes and corn husks. The reverse simply kills plants. Thornthwaite believed
naturally that native flora devoted the genetic mechanisms for “efficient” and “effective”
use of their natural conditions. But a summer without rain is less than effective for crops,
so the farmer develops irrigation. The season may not be quite long enough for wheat
planted in the spring, so a farmer plants winter wheat in the fall. The agriculturist who
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viewed Köppen’s classification of the conterminous United States above would be
reading the historical associations that humanity makes between climate, natural
vegetation, and habitation. The agriculturist viewing Thornthwaite’s several maps and
graphs of water balances might be reading what is effective, efficient, or else not in
growing certain crops. Köppen’s maps would tell the agriculturist that the southeastern
United States was once a great center of cotton-growing. Thornthwaite’s maps might tell
him how the Great Central Valley of California (figure 2.10) has, with irrigation, become
the great present-day center of cotton.

Figure 2.10: Thornthwaite's two Maps for his 1931 Climate Classification (Logan, 2006)

Figure 2.10 shows that Thornthwaite represented the legend symbology with
small step increments or indices. If the above maps were symbolized simply by region,
the viewer would miss what makes these maps such a radical departure from Köppen
classification. From Köppen regions, climate classification has evolved to indices on
continuous surfaces. Researchers have found many applications for this version of
climate classification. But Thornthwaite was far ahead of his time. As computationally
intensive as the 1948 classification was before the age of computers, even this earlier
classification could lead readers to stare with bemusement to bewilderment. Though
Thornthwaite was limited to the tools of slide-rules and logarithmic paper, his formulae
awaited the age of computers.
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2.3.4 Further Assumptions and Modifications of Köppen for California
After Russell (1926) published his article without benefit of Köppen’s definitive
classification with Rudolf Geiger (Köppen and Geiger, 1936), In 1942, John E. Kesseli
(1942) published an updated revision with reference to this finalized work of Köppen and
Geiger. He noted an “error” that Russell had made: Using Köppen’s 1923 definition of
parameters for B climates Russell had turned “practically all of the San Joaquin Valley,
with its vineyards and orchards of deciduous and Mediterranean fruit, into a climatic
desert” (Kesseli, 1942).
Recognizing that this mistake was not Russell’s (1926), Kesseli (1942) then
offered two separate Köppen maps of California. In this context, Kesseli (1942) makes a
mild reference to Thornthwaite’s 1931 article, as if to say that the appearance of such a
radical classification justified the alteration and refinement of the well-established and
accepted Köppen system. Kesseli’s (1942) first map, he believed, was the then-current
interpretation of Köppen for California (Figure 2.11). In addition, Kesseli offered a
second map based on the suggestions of E. A. Ackerman (1941). This was an
unfortunate collaboration, because Ackerman’s own publication perpetuated not only the
original mistakes of Russell’s map, but also followed a shading oversight in Köppen’s
own later publication (Köppen and Geiger, 1936). Kesseli and Ackerman, who were
perhaps unintentionally perpetuating an erroneous interpretation in the first map (Figure
2.11 left), then offered a second map that diverged even further from Köppen’s intentions
(Figure 2.11 right).

Figure 2.11: Details of Southern California from Kesseli’s article:
Then-Current Assumptions (Left); collaboration with Ackerman (Right)

It is interesting to note that the map on the left in Figure 2.11 bears a reasonable
resemblance to a current GIS interpretation using PRISM data. The only significant
distinction is a narrow band of BSk separating Cs climates from BWk climates. The
banding resembles the sort of “parallel zoning” that is common to the USDA Plant
Hardiness Zones. The GIS interpretation of this map with PRISM data derived a greater
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intermixing of BSk and BSw due to effects of elevation and topography. The
interpretation of Kesseli, with modification based on Ackerman (1941), restores
Mediterranean Csa/Csb climates to an approximation of modern interpretation (Figure
2.11).
In yet another of what will be many attempts to further subdivide Köppen for the
complexities of California, Kesseli (1942), using suggestions from Ackerman (1941),
introduced a division of the dry B climates into three forms in the third letter rather than
Köppen’s two in the third letter (h for “heiss” or “hot,” k for “kalt” or “cold”).
Kesseli/Ackerman used the isotherm of 0° C for the coldest month to distinguish a
“macrothermal” from a “mesothermal” desert, and uses the first letters of Köppen climate
classification as third letters. As a result, a macrothermal desert became now BWA and a
mesothermal desert BWC. Steppes of the BS designation followed the same logic. But
Kesseli (1942) admited that there is no BWD in California and only a small portion of
BSD, north and south of Mono Lake.
Kesseli (1942) acknowledged that this taxonomy obliterated the distinctions of the
B climate regions of the San Joaquin Valley and thus placed them in the same grouping
with the much hotter Salton Sink. To rectify this, Kesseli introduced the division of 9° C,
halfway between the isotherms, that distinguish the upper and lower limits of C climates,
in order to distinguish warm-winter subforms BWCh’ and BSCh’. Kesseli believed this
distinction was necessary as a method for distinguishing agriculturally suitable lands
from true desert and steppe. This distinction made the San Joaquin Valley once again
appears less like “desert.” These modifications also allowed Russell’s BWhh of the
lower Colorado to be retained and now renamed BWCh’.
The three maps discussed so far indicate that the European development of
Köppen classification was subject to American alterations of frontier discovery. The
work of John W. James nearly doubled the number of these modifications.

2.3.5 Thornthwaite’s 1948 Climate Classification and Patton’s 1951
Thesis
As Köppen-style classification is notable for its ethos of simplicity, Thornthwaite
formulae and procedures can be extremely complex in calculation. Many attempts to
modify Thornthwaite (1948) have involved retaining the valuable conceptual basis, while
grounding the calculations either in theory or in simpler or more complexly accurate
terms. Apparently, there has been some conflict over the years between the Köppen
camp and the Thornthwaite camp. Köppen, who had a long active life of research, and
Thornthwaite each had occasions to write unfriendly comments about the research of the
other (Wilcock, 1968; Essenwanger, 2001).
The complexity of Thornthwaite’s classification calculations have apparently
contributed to the omission or brevity of commentary devoted to Thornthwaite in
introductory texts on climatology. Trewartha has (1980) mentioned him not at all.
Critchfield (1983) remained professionally neutral. Oliver and Hidore (1984), both of
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whom have developed complex advanced air mass climatological systems of their own,
have been professionally the most sympathetic and detailed in explaining Thornthwaite’s
contribution. Strahler and Strahler (2003) have placed Köppen firmly in the center of
section on climate classification, but have given Thornthwaite’s concepts only a couple
of paragraphs in a section on soil development. It can be assumed that the more devotion
the author has to Köppen, the more intense his or her reaction will be to Thornthwaite.
Lydolph (1985) represents the extreme end of the disenchantment with
Thornthwaite and his indices”:
“It is unfortunate that the derivation of these indices requires a great deal of time, and
the final result is so far removed from the original data that it is difficult to relate his
climatic types to actual temperatures and precipitation amounts. Also, four maps are
required to depict the climate of the earth, instead of only one, as in the Koeppen
system. And although the great amount of statistical manipulation creates the illusion
of greater accuracy, in the final analysis Thornthwaite’s classification scheme is
based on no more than temperature and precipitation data. Because of its complexity
the system has not caught on in its entirety” (Lydolph, 1985).

There is a single unpublished Master’s thesis devoted to a Thornthwaite 1948
climate classification of California. Patton’s (1951) thesis is a thorough investigation of
the classification for his state. I performed the same classification on California using
ArcGIS 9.1 and PRISM data, and was surprised to discover the four necessary maps fit
very closely to Patton’s (Figure 2.12).
Patton’s thesis (1951) was an ambitious work of discovery. The Preface of The
Climates of California According to the Thornthwaite Classification of 1948 begins with
“The delimitation of arid and humid regions is one of the most important and vexing
questions with which climatologists have had to deal in attempting a classification of
climates. Their difficulty in solving this problem is reflected by the many attempts made,
and by the equally numerous but usually different solutions” (p. 1). Appearing at midcentury, the paper is a thorough review of climate classifications suitable for California.
Some are very obscure.
Patton (1951) expands on Thornthwaite’s 1948 definition of a “moisture
difference”, which is the difference month-by-month between a humidifying factor and a
dessicating factor. The difference between the two is reflected in run-off, a measurable
quantity. Besides Patton’s desire to apply Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification to
the state, the second half of his thesis is devoted to recording discrepancies between
theoretical and actual results. Where as earlier Köppen-type classifications could be
verified by subjective determinations of vegetation types, Patton devotes special attention
to one small watershed with a higher than average number of water gauges. During the
period of his writing, similar studies were being performed in the eastern United States,
Canada, and Mexico.
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Patton (1951) did not obtain the results he sought. His initial enthusiasm in the
first half of his thesis inspired the me to develop my own maps of the conterminous
United States and of California (Figure 2.12). I also digitized Patton’s four resulting
maps for California. Their similarities were very close and quite surprising, especially
when compared to large differences between my Köppen climate classification and any
of the Köppen classifications published previous to Kauffman’s (State of California,
2003).
Perhaps because of the complexity of the equations involved and the absence of a
previous Thornthwaite 1948 map devoted to California, there is little or no subjective
interpretation in Patton’s maps. It would have been almost impossible to anticipate what
each of these maps might look like, and truly impossible to classify a particular spot until
all maps had been prepared.
One map, summer concentration of thermal efficiency, appears to express the
“Delta Plume”, observed by Russell (1926). I hoped that the expression of this
phenomenon, a’, on a Thornthwaite index might indicate that the procedure was a
sensitive enough gauge to further slice the coastal regions of a’ into something
approximately the Sunset Garden Zones for the coast. This attempt would be something
similar to the subdividing of Thornthwaite’s 1931 climate classification for Texas soil
classification in Figure 2.3 in chapter 2 above (Daniels and Johnson, 2006). These 1948
maps are shown as solid chloropleth maps, but they are actually indices of much finer
subdivision as is shown above with Thornthwaite’s 1931 map (Figure 2.10). That
attempt failed. None of Thornthwaite’s 1948 maps have the precision to recognize real
zonal divisions along coastal California. Fortunately, by the time I recognize this,
Kauffman (2006) had introduced me to the Evapotranspiration Reference Map published
by the California Irrigation Management Information System (Eching and Moellenberndt,
1981)
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The Delta
Plume?

Figure 2.12: Logan's (2006) Climate Classification of California
using Thornthwaite 1948 Classification
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2.3.6 The Beginnings of the Sunset Zone (1950s onwards to the
present)
I have found few references to the history and development of the Sunset Garden
Zones. From my understanding, the Berkeley Cooperative Extension created the basic
foundations for the Sunset Zones in the 1950’s. Sunset Magazine bought the rights to the
Sunset Garden Zones and have continued to develop them to this day. As opposed to the
academic environment in which other climate classifications are slowly distilled to
formulas, the Sunset Garden Zones are the results of a database of personal observations
by, perhaps, thousands of individuals. Its development occurs through the success or
failure that a home gardener or professional horticulturists has with a particular plant.
Sunset Magazine records each incident and its geographical location. The zones are
thereby adjusted. This is the most empirical and iterative of systems of climate
classifications. But, after more than forty years of refinement, it is apparently a success
for California gardeners first, then for gardeners of all 13 of the western states. Some of
the same principles and the use of PRISM data (Taylor, 2004) and a GIS have extended
the Sunset Western Garden Zones into the National Garden Map.

2.3.7 Köppen Classification Stretched to its limits (1961)
Nearly twenty years after Kesseli’s (1942) article, John W. James (1961) of the
Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research, University of Colorado offered the most highly
modified of the Köppen classifications for California. James attempted the most highly
dissected of the Mediterranean Cs climates and, uniquely, even attempted a new
designation for a portion of the Ds climates.
James (1961) mentioned, in approving terms, C. W. Thornthwaite and his 1948
climate classifications and compared it briefly the Köppen system. As Thornthwaite and
succeding climatologists, geographers, and physicists developed more complex and
involved equations for classifying climate, it occurred to James to explain why the wellestablished Köppen classification should still be considered a valuable taxonomy.
According to James, it has “outstanding advantages”:
1. The method is easily applied in clear and simple formulas.
2. Even when modified, Köppen classification demonstrates an acceptable
correlation with vegetation communities in California.
3. The presentation of data in the Köppen method is readily comprehended .
4. These advantages stand, even despite the occasional difficulties encountered
in translating metric units to Fahrenheit and inches (Bailey, 1962; Patton,
1962). As has been shown, there is much disagreement over representation of
the B climates and their variations. Yet, it appears much easier to provide
amendment than to dispose of a system that has become a common means of
organizing and expressing large amounts of climatic data (James, 1961).
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By 1961, James had access to over 1,000 climatic data stations for use in California
and surrounding states, or a five-fold increase from the 200 or so that were available to
Russell. James has used this dramatic increase as an opportunity to enter into the most
detailed of Köppen analyses among all considered. He has carefully described his
methodology for the use of so many climatic data stations, and weighted their data
according to years of operation. 1961 was still several years from the common use of
computers in research institutions, and computers would have made Thornthwaite’s
classification a practicable choice. James appears to be bringing the rigor of the scientific
method to the Köppen system. Thornthwaite had clearly given climatologists a high
standard with which to discern their own methods. No author before of Köppen
classifications for California had ever stated methodology in such exacting terms.
In his discussion, James (1961) has joined past researchers in advocating Russell’s
(1926) special designation of BWhh for the lower Colorado Desert and Death Valley. In
his discussion turns to the Mediterranean Cs climates of Northern California (Figure
2.13). Uniquely, James has recommended that a second and unique letter designation
from the tropical A climates be incorporated into the C and D climates. In the standard
reference on general climatology, Critchfield (1983) has defined “m” as having
“Precipitation in driest month less than 6 cm but equal to or greater than 10 – r / 25”,
where r represents annual precipitation. James found Csbm’ and Dsbm’ regions east of
Cescent City and southeast of Eureka (Figure 2.13). Breaking the designation between C
and D climates occurred for him at approximately 4,000 to 4,500 ft., where he could
observe apparent change in vegetation cover.

Figure 2.13: Far northern California coastal divisions by James
compared with Johansson's Continentality Index
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In contrast to other users of Köppen classification, James did not, in every case,
demarcate unique vegetation cover to validate some of his unique re-ordering of Köppen.
Instead, what he has described with a resolution of scale not possible in past
classifications are small zones that are notable by their extremes. Thus, James has both
used and re-fashioned Köppen to explore sub-climatic zones in a manner that is
reminiscent of the Sunset Zones. The Sunset Zones are largely not described in terms of
native vegetation, but in terms of other characteristics that make them unique for a
horticulturist’s potential upon a piece of property.
James (1961) next uses what Critchfield (1983) described as a “supplementary
subdivision symbol”. Although “n” of Csbn is one of these already seen and will be seen
again, James borrowed “i,” again from the A climates. Critchfield has described “i” as
“Annual temperature range less than 5° C”. Annual temperature range is also known as
“amplitude”, which is annual average maximum temperature minus annual average
minimum temperature. James is using a simple definition of continentality, which will be
an essential variable in the analysis chapter of this thesis.
James discovered evidence of this very narrow coastal phenomenon at the weather
stations associated with Point Reyes, Point Arena, and Point Piedras Blancas, and
believed that there would be others. According to Johansson’s Continentality Index,
these would be the most extreme of “Ultraoceanic” coastal regions of the Pacific
(Johannson, 1931; Eagleman, 1976), and the smallest values on Johansson’s index,
hovering around or even below 0 (Figure 2.13 or see Appendix F).
In summary, James’ unique observations consist of:
1. A BShn, a semi-arid steppe climate with frequent fog, of far southern California,
particularly around San Diego.
2. Bwhh, recognized by Russell.
3. A more precise delineation of coastal, foggy Csbn. About this, James has mentioned
some dispute as to what constitutes “n.” According to James, Köppen (1936)
mentioned no quantifying definition. Critchfield’s (1983) tables on Köppen have
mentioned only “frequent fog.” James has “tentatively” defined the limit as 30 days
of dense fog annually, using the U.S. Weather Bureau as a reference. Disagreeing
with Russell on this important designation. He noted that Russell (1926) had
designated Eureka, with an average of 49 days of fog annually, as Csbn, but had not
given Santa Maria, with 88 days of fog annually, the “n”. One explanation for this
omission is that Californians have varying categories of fog: high fog, low fog, dense
fog, and—in the Great Valley—tule fog. High fog may rise 200-500 ft., and thus
resembles low-cloud cover rather than fog. Since, as the present researcher has
observed, high fog becomes more common with lower latitudes, and since Santa
Maria is situated at a much lower latitude than Eureka, these high fog days subtracted
from total fog days bring the number of fog days below the 30 day threshold
proposed by James (1961) for the use of “n.” The Sunset Zones designate Santa
Maria as a Zone 15, and Eureka as Zone 17. This designation, which apparently takes
into account the California fog categories, automatically assigns Santa Maria to a
category with much less marine influence—and therefore, fog—than Eureka has.
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4. Csbni: James has defined this as “Dry Summer Subtropical”, frequent fog with an
annual average “amplitude of temperature” (annual high minus annual low) of less
than 5° C (or 9° F). This would be the extreme of Csbn above.
5. Csbm’: another “Dry Summer Subtropical” with some precipitation characteristics
normally associated with portions of far southeastern Florida.
6. Dsbm’: a colder version of Csbm’, but James has added “(Monsoon); short dry
season, but extremely heavy precipitation during the wet season so that mean annual
totals are generally in excess of 90 inches. Precipitation of the driest month less than
2.40 inches” (James, 1961). James may have intended the same description for
Csbm’.
7. EH: James has used this term rather than the conventional H for highland climates.
He defines EH as a region of “mean temperature of the warmest month below 50.0°
F, but above 32. 0° F” (James, 1961). But the only regions qualifying in the
conterminous United States are also above 1,500 meters, to which Köppen gives the
special designation H, for “highland” climate. E is a designation for tundra, areas of
which are found in northern Alaska and northern Canada. Perhaps, James intended to
make explicit the link climatically between E and H, despite the elevation factor.
Climate classification divisions for California in the methodologies among the articles
considered so far vary from a minimum of eight with Kesseli (1942) to a maximum of
fourteen with James (1961), with the mean of about 11. This mean of 11 is about the
same as a GIS conventional classification on PRISM data.

2.3.8 Malmström and Computers, an “Easier” Thornthwaite (1979)
Before moving to the two atlases of California, one unusual and little known
variation on Thornthwaite should be recognized. Vincent H. Malmström, now a
professor emeritus of Darmouth University, deserves a special mention in this literature
review. Even though he made no maps with a particular emphasis for California,
Malmström (1969) developed a climate classification that retains the concepts of
Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification. It is much simpler to calculate. Malmström
also had access to at least one of the first mainframe computers available to institutions of
higher learning. Malmström (1969), after a private conversation in which they discussed
the faults that were being teased out of Thornthwaite’s 1948 classification in the modern
age of technology, had a brilliant intuition—and access to mainframe computers. With
both, he devised a simple formula based on a mere multiple of the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, an equation of many uses including calculating relative humidity (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Saturation mixing ratio as a function of temperature (Danielson et al., 2003)

However, Malstrom’s article flummoxes all who read it. It is a classification of
such simplicity that it “really should not work”. Malmström bases his classification on
the balance between water vapor pressure and air temperature.
Malmström’s classification is “a diamond in the mud”, worthy of further
investigation. While Malmström’s Moisture Index greatly resembles Thornthwaite’s,
Malmström’s “Warmth Index” has provided remarkable evidence not only of the BWhh
delineation of Russell (1926) and several other authors discussed, it also appeared to
show evidence to support some of James’ (1961) unique observations for the far northern
sections of coastal California, his m’ and i’ exceptions to Köppen (Figure 2.15).
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BWhh as
described by
Malstrom

2.15: Vincent Malmström Classification Applied to California (Logan, 2006)

2.3.9 Modern Cartography and the Atlas of California (1979)

In spite of Thornthwaite’s contributions to the study of climate and vegetation in
California, the creators of the Atlas of California (Donley et al., 1979) and the Atlas of
the Biodiversity of California (State of California, 2003) continued to use Köppen’s
classifications as the basis for their main climate maps. All the reasons given by James
(1961) above still appear to be true. For the layperson, the Köppen map of California is
as legible a map of climate as perhaps can be created.
The 1979 publication of the Atlas of California, exhibits the clarity and accuracy
of modern cartography before GIS (Donley et al., 1979). The Köppen map within is no
longer an instrument of exploration of the varied climates of California. Instead, it is a
map of accurate representation of known data in an atlas of accurate representation. The
accompanying text is a good, brief primer on the basics of climatology. There are also
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repeated references to Thornthwaite’s concepts on climate, as an attempt to supplement
the classic Köppen classification.

Figure 2.16: Köppen Classification from the Atlas of California (1979)

There appear to be at least two major distinctions between the 1979 Atlas Köppen
map (Figure 2.16) and Kauffman’s (2005) GIS product using PRISM data (Figure 2.18).
The 1979 Atlas Köppen map classifies the San Joaquin Valley as BSh and BWh, rather
than as the cooler BSk and BWk. In all other maps, past and present, the demarcation
line for the “h” (“hot”) is so much further south than most of the San Joaquin Valley,
though there are small regions of BSh and BWh near Bakersfield. The climatic station
data of 1979 would have been interpolated by some method previous to and much
simpler than can be done with PRISM. But this would not account for the sizable
amounts of BSh/BWh in the 1979 map, which I believe might be an error in the
publication process. I support that possibility because Patton (1962) had written a
detailed article on the many problems of Köppen’s B climates years previous to the
publication of the Atlas.
For the last published time, BWhh has been used to designate the Lower Colorado
and Death Valley, using the approximate boundaries of James (1961) above. However,
there is one more notable distinction in Patton’s section of the Atlas of California
(Donley et al., 1979), separate from the Köppen map. There is much supplemental
information on the general factors of California’s unique climates, and much additional
material relating to Thornthwaite’s climate classification of 1948. This focus could even
be viewed as progressing from basic climatic data to post-Köppen concepts: Insolation,
Net Radiation, Diurnal Temperature Regimes plotted against Annual Temperature
Regimes. Trends of Precipitation, and so forth (pp.130-137).
These pages developed to what past researchers’ discussions have only
mentioned, an actual C. W. Thornthwaite 1948 Climate Classification together with a
Köppen classification. Only after thorough discussion of the significance of climate for
California in the terminology of Thornthwaite have the authors introduced a Köppen
classification on the last of the climate pages, with one last Thornthwaite map of moisture
regions to one side, and a world-wide map of very generalized Köppen classification for
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the continental landmasses as influenced by Köppen classification of the ocean currents
that influence similar general Köppen regions world-wide. Perhaps the Köppen camp
and the Thornthwaite camp have at least made peace in the Age of Information.
Such thought and thorough integration must be attributable to the last named
author of the Atlas of California, Clyde S. Patton. This is the same Patton, author of the
Master’s thesis above devoted to a climate classification of California based on
Thornthwaite’s 1948 classification (Patton, 1951). Patton (1962) examined problems of
B climates in the Köppen system in a definitive review. Interestingly, it appears that
Patton has devoted his professional life to these two very different and competing
classifications.

2.3.10 Godfrey’s Delineation of agroclimate zones in Idaho (1999)
Godfrey used a statistical approach on PRISM data. He extracted variables with
ArcInfo’s Arc Macro Language (AML) in map algebra. He converted these variable
coverages to ASCII files with the AML asciigrid. His resulting fifty-five text tables
matched each other perfectly in projection, overall dimensions and raster dimensions.
Godfrey wrote SAS® code to read these variables into SAS® * by row and by column.
The ESRI NODATA symbol “-9999” was converted to the SAS® NODATA “.”. The
result in SAS® was thousands of “stacks” of data point. Each stack contained a number
for each of the 55 variables extracted from PRISM data.
Godfrey next ran these many variable stack through a principal component
analysis and then a Ward’s hierarchical cluster analysis. The cluster numbers were read
back into an ascii file of with the same row and column count as the origina exported text
files. The new cluster ASCII text file was quite legible in a simple text editor and could
be printed as a “wall poster” of periods and number from 1 to 16. The numbers
represented the clusters as regions.
Godfrey replaced the NODATA “.” with the NODATA “-9999” and re-inserted
the necessary geographic and dimension header data. These re-processed ASCII tables
could then imported as coverages with the AML command ASCIIGRID. And ArcView
displayed the new cluster coverage. Godfrey was following what is becoming a timehonored approach to the statistical analysis of climate data, as past authors have also
experimented successfully with this very same approach (1990; Fovell and Fovell, 1993).
However, whereas these “older” studies had only the power and the data to ananlyze at
minimal unit size of county with poor graphic results, Godfrey now used rigorously
interpolated raster data and modern GIS techniques to create highly detailed and legible
maps.
Godfrey’s thesis illustrates two goals for his research methodology. In part 1,
Godfrey sensibly created a classic Köppen classification for the conterminous United
*

This acronym stands for Statistical Analysis System, a very powerful multi-variate statistical software
suite. ArcGIS is the flagshaip Geographical Information System (GIS) interface for Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI), The two are connected for this project for software scripting.
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States. He downloaded the 2’30” resolution data for precipitation and temperature. In
processing and extracting the necessary variable coverages, he wrote ESRI Arc Macro
Language (AML) scripts. This is a complex procedure in AML. Godfrey was very
generous to make all code used in his thesis downloadable from the Internet (Godfrey,
1999).
Once Godfrey created a classic Köppen classification from this PRISM data, he
then compared it with textbook example and found his product to be a successful
representation. Part two of his research involved downloading a more diverse array of
PRISM data for his state of Idaho at a higher resolution of 1’15’ per grid cell dimension.
In his literature review, Godfrey discussed earlier studies by DeGaetano and
Shulman (1990), Fovell and Fovell (1993) and others researchers who extracted many
variables coverages and then ran them through the statistical procedures of a principal
component analysis, followed by a Ward’s hierarchical cluster analysis. Godfrey had an
intriguing advantage. These older studies were limited to units typically at the county
level. Computer power was still quite limited. The resulting maps were coarse, though
the procedure was pioneering. Godfrey now had access to more powerful computers and
the PRISM interpolated grid coverages of a much higher resolution than would have been
available in the previous studies.
Godfrey extracted 55 variables, sixteen of which were marked as especially
important. He then wrote code that cleverly exported the grid coverages into SAS®. In
the SAS environment, he put the data through principal component analyses and
variations of Ward’s hierarchical cluster analysis and other non-hierarchical cluster
analyses. The output from these procedures was re-imported into ArcView (a
predecessor of ArcGIS) where it could be easily superimposed on other GIS information.
Past studies of climate using principal component analysis and cluster analysis
have typically used a great number of variables. This is not a fault of the studies. These
are still very new tools of analysis. Increasing computer power does sensibly lead a
researcher to use the “kitchen-sink method” as a first attempt if the power and the data is
available (Rogerson, 2005). Godfrey (1999), whose own thesis is the prototype for this
thesis, used 55 variables, with 16 base variables, for his own research. In one of the
earliest of these studies, DeGaetano and Shulman (1990) developed 136 variables for all
of the United States and Canada. Fovell and Fovell (1993) used “merely” 25 in
comparison for the entire conterminous United States.
This thesis draws heavily on Godfrey’s (1999) work. However, as every thesis is
built on another writer’s thesis, here I note a few problems with Godfrey’s approach, and
I attempt solutions that will be useful additions to my methodology.
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Figure 2.17: Godfrey's (1999) Thesis Development Towards his Cluster Analysis

Figure 2.17 briefly illustrates the steps that Godfrey (1999) used in developing
towards his final product, the cluster analysis of Idaho. He examined topographic
conditions affecting climate, tested PRISM data with a Köppen classification, examined
and found some value in Küchler’s Natural Potential Vegetation (NPV) section for Idaho
(Kuchler, 1964). He experimented with varying numbers of principal components for his
cluster analysis, and also set up the analysis to stop at varying minimum numbers (the
equivalent of “cutting the dendrogram”. He ultimately found that keeping five principal
components for his cluster analysis, and ended the process at sixteen clusters.
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Here, Godfrey may have encountered a problem, which he attempted to solve
using Küchler’s NPV. In contrast to his thesis intent on delineating agroclimate zones for
Idaho, he attempted to justify the existence of the many cluster fragments in the mountain
ranges of Idaho with comparison to Küchler’s NPV. In the methodology, I suggest an
alternative to this procedure that appears to solve a few problems both for this use of
cluster analysis and for the Sunset Garden Zones also.

2.3.11 Eric Kaufman: GIS and The Atlas of the
Biodiversity of California (2003)
As figure 2.18 shows, the last published map of Köppen classification is from a
recent atlas, the Atlas of the Biodiversity of California (State of California, 2003). The
author of that section of the atlas, Eric Kauffman, calculated a Köppen classification for
the state of California by using PRISM data with the Raster Calculator of ESRI’s GIS
program, ArcGIS 8. His documentation was not immediately available, but his
classification fit my own Köppen classification almost perfectly statistically.

Figure 2.18: Kauffman's Köppen Classification (state of California, 2003)

Kauffman chose PRISM data of a projected resolution of approximately 1km in
the raster X and Y. I chose the coarser freely downloadable PRISM data with a projected
resolution of approximately 4km in the raster X and Y, then later the two kilometer data.
Apparently, this difference in resolution made little difference in the final classifications.
However, for the purposes of the final published map, Kauffman did use the finer
resolution to estimate the boundaries of digitized polygons for a shapefile overlay in the
final illustration. His guidance appears to have been easily distinguishable ridge lines
and other apparent topographic features. His product, as opposed to earlier Köppen
maps, does not illustrate non-standard regions for BWhh.
I was curious as to the number of climate stations now available for PRISM
interpolation into coverage. Kauffman sent me a shapefile coverage (GIS Service Center,
1996). Including a 150 kilometer buffer that serves to include the entirety of large basins
such as the Klamath, California has some 4,882 climate stations (Figure 2.19). California
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would appear to be well covered with pinpoint climatic data, which increased my
confidence in the PRISM data greatly.

Figure 2.19: Climate Stations Available for California

Kauffman’s interest in climate classification has extend beyond the Mediterranean
region of California to include recognition that the designations Ds of the Sierra Nevada
are quite rare (2005). In fact, neither Köppen nor Geiger (1936) apparently believed
these regions existed. In Kauffman’s Web site article, he discusses the only known
analog: the mountains of modern day Iran and Iraq.
One very notable feature of Kauffman’s Köppen Classification came as a surprise
to me. The coastal designation Csbn has appeared in some of the earlier maps discussed.
James (1961) found its delineation and definition to be a matter of contention, and
Köppen (1936) only described “n” as “frequent fog”. In response to my query, Kauffman
provided the coverage information and accompanying map of the “Evapotranspiration
Reference Zones for California.”
Although past authors above have discussed Thornthwaite’s classification, they
used or augmented only Köppen classification. Even Patton , who devoted his Master’s
thesis to a 1948 climate classification of California based on Thornthwaite works (1951)
and displayed equal interest and capability with Köppen classification (1962), still kept
Thornthwaite and Köppen separate in his maps and discussion of the California climate
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(Donley et al., 1979). Kauffman’s information and map (2006) represent the first
integration of the Köppen and Thornthwaite camps to delineate the elusive boundaries of
Köppen “n”. Köppen’s designation of “n” for “frequent fog” now is described as “
Evapotranspiration Reference Zone 1: Coastal Plains Heavy Fog Belt” (Temesgen and
Eching, 2005).

Figure 2.20: CIMIS Reference Evapotranspiration Zones

This ends the history of published articles on published climate classifications for
the state of California as a whole. Bailey (Putnam et al., 1960), in in collaboration with
other authors from the University of California system published detailed climate and
vegetation classifications for California’s coastline. Köppen is the grandfather of modern
climate classification. His system is not defunct. While a number of authors have
attempted to modify or simplify his system (Essenwanger, 2001), his system and its
variations still have clear educational benefits. There are even modern attempts to further
subdivide Köppen methodology. In figure 2.21, the Bureau of Meteorology for the
Australian government has attempted a finer subdivision of its continent than a Köppen
classification can perform (Stern et al., 2006). Whereas Critchfield (1983) places all of
Köppen’s parameters for classification on a single page, this Australian modification
extends to at least three pages.
Despite the many pages of equations involved, I believe there would be much
value in applying this Australian classification to California. Both share Mediterranean
and desert climates. Any successful subdivision of the complex Mediterranean climate
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may provide insights into analogous Mediterranean regions in all parts of the world.
Repeating one of Oliver and Hidore’s (1984) reasons for climate classification, such a
comparitive study of these geographically separate regions could provide “study and
identification of climatic analogs, for example, agricultural analogs.”

Figure 2.21: Classic Köppen (left) and Highly Modified Version (right) for Australia

2.4 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the several articles of maps devoted to the climate
classification of California. All authors of Köppen climate classifications have attempted
to augment Köppen’s formulae in order to describe regions missed by his classic
interpretation. This speaks to a need to develop comprehensible classifications that
clearly demarcate the great variety of climatic subdivisions in California. This literature
review demonstrates that many authors have provided pieces for a large puzzle, the
climate of California. Several have used Köppen’s classification, in spite of its
coarseness at the resolution of a state, for its simplicity, for lack of greater techonology,
in the hope that the climate of California could be formulized. Other have attempted
classification with Thornthwaite and other “Moisture Factor” climatologists. Apparently,
the California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) has succeeded in
delineating useful irrigation management zones through modifications of Penman.
In contrast, the Sunset Garden Zones present a comprehensible system, but
without a theoretical or statistical justification. I hoped to find assistance in the analysis
process by observing the possibilities of the evapotranspiration classifications of
Thornthwaite and of Malstrom. But Penman and further modifications of Penman used
by the state of California have superseded any attempts to use earlier variations. In the
next chapter, sites and variable coverages are chosen for the analysis.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1 Introduction
This chapter defines two buffered transects that characterize both the variety of
Sunset Climate Zones and the dynamics that are unique to the northern and southern parts
of this large state. Most importantly, the study regions were designed to include as many
of the unique regions described in the literature review as are delineated in Sunset Garden
Zones. I was particularly interested in using statistical methods to identify the “Delta
Plume” (Zone 14), BWhh (Zone13), Cs’ab (Zone 7), and the several designations of
coastal “n” (Zones 14-24).
In the Literature Reivew, I gave an extensive examination of Godfrey’s (1999)
thesis combining a principal component analysis followed by a Ward’s hierarchical
cluster analysis also using Godfrey’s valuable approach (See Appendix D for a
description of Ward’s hierarchical analysis). However, this thesis has also incorporated a
number of Godfrey’s suggestions. The consideration of Godfrey’s results has led me to
suggest three new procedures to add to the methodology for the statistical analysis of
climate data. The first, and most significant, modification consisted of selecting and
merging the many small fragments of non-agricultural, non-horticultural cluster
fragments with the typical Sunset Garden Zones of high altitudes, Sunset Zone 1A.and
will also suggest new procedures that evolved out of consideration of Godfrey’s results.
The major modification is the selection and merging of unnecessary cluster fragments
that necessarily emerge from mountainous, highly variable terrain. The second will be a
mutual merging and shaping of the remaining clusters into valuable agroclimatic regions,
as was his intent. Both involve the use of the digital form of the Sunset Garden Zones.
Godfrey mentions the Garden Zones briefly. They were not, however, available to him in
digital GIS form for overlay and organization during the time of his research. One last
innovation added here is some map algebra to add a zone that did not emerge from the
cluster analysis, but which is easily extracted from a slope map by its defining
characteristics of almost perfect flatness, the Cold-Air Basin of the Great Central Valley,
Zone 8.
In past climatic statistical studies, there has been a trend towards a large selection
of variable coverages. This study, however, has limited the variable coverages to only
eight, as the Sunset Garden Book lists only approximately six to eight variables as
important in shaping the Sunset Garden Zones. This follows the suggestion of Rogerson
(2005) on keeping the variable selection “parsimonious”. Were it not for the
Evapotranspiration Reference Zones described below, I would probably have followed
Godfrey’s valuable suggestion of dividing thirteen variables into fifty-two variables
distinguished by season in order to attempt to extract cluster/regions along the narrow
highly marine-influenced coast.
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3.2.1 Site Selection
Although several authors (see Chapter 2) have attempted to use Köppen climate
classification to describe certain significant and unique features of California’s climate,
nevertheless these proved elusive. The Sunset Garden Zones, however, have delineated
significant features:
1. The “Delta Plume,” first described by Russell (1926) and then seen again,
elusively, by Patton (1951) in “Seasonal Concentration of Thermal
Efficiency” map using Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification in Figure
2.12.
2. The “BWhh” first marked by Russell (1926) and shown consistently in further
publications as a notable exception to classic Köppen classification.
3. Russell’s (1926) Cs’ab, an “in-between” zone that straddles Köppen’s Csa
and Csb
4. All the variations of Csbn, the “Fog Belt”, an area that several authors either
discussed or delineated this area. James (1961) devoted some detail to
defining coastal fog belts.
The Sunset Zones have designations for all fourof these regions. The “Delta
Plume” is Zone 14, a designation shared by the Napa Valley and other wine-growing
regions of California. The BWhh region is a part of Zone 13, the hottest of low-desert
regions. The Sunset Zones divide the coastal regions into a narrow region. The
gradations along the central and northern California Coast range from Zone 14 to Zone
17 (Figure 3.4). Starting at Santa Barbara, these divisions range from Zone 18 to Zone
24 (Benzel, 2001) (See Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.1: Proposed transects and buffers on a Simplified Kuchler Natural Potential Vegetation

I constructed two transects and accompanying buffers (Figure 3.1). Site A, a
transect beginning at the San Francisco Bay area and ending at Lake Tahoe, passes
through many of the coastal fog zones of San Francisco Bay, the approximate region of
the “Delta Plume,” the Cs’ab regions of the Sierra Foothills. Site B, a transect starting
above San Diego and extending east to Arizona, passes through all the southern
Californian fog belts rapidly as it ascends the Pennisular Ranges. Afterwards, the
transect drops into the Imperial Valley, one of the regions termed BWhh in past articles
(Russell, 1926; James, 1961; Donley et al., 1979).
Each transect is approximately 200 miles in length from coast to eastern state line.
By buffering regions that are 50 miles from each transect on all sides, 100 mile swathes
offer large proportions of the typical zones for transects A and B. Therefore, the total
area of each is somewhat greater than 20,000 square miles (more accurately, 18,773 sq.
mi. for Buffer A, 20,217 sq. mi. for Buffer B). The descriptions of transects A and B that
follow in sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 highlight the features of each region that make them
ideal resources for statistical analysis of the climatic human expert system.
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Figure 3.2: Site A Transect and Buffer

3.2.2 Transect and Buffer A for Northern California
The buffer for transect A includes the Napa and Sonoma Valley, which are clear
cases of wine-suitable Sunset Zone 14. In the statistical analysis, I have compared
regions of the cluster analysis in the general area of the “Delta Plume” with the clusters
formed in and around the Napa and Sonoma Valleys. The Atlas of California (Donley et
al., 1979) has illustrated profiles for a number of regions throughout California. Profile
A-A’ (Figure 3.3) is borrowed from this atlas. It moves completely within the buffer of
transect A, but starts 44 miles north of Transect A’s western end and eventually intersects
Transect A at the western shore of Lake Tahoe. It cuts through both Sonoma and Napa
Valley (in the profile, they are termed “V. O. S.” for “Valley Oak Savanna”). Passing
through the Coast Range, which is low and eroded all along this buffer, the transect runs
straight through the very flat Sacramento Valley before beginning the ascent through the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada (a Cs’ab or Sunset Zone 7 region) through oak and
digger pine forest belts. At higher elevations it ascends through fir and then sub alpine fir
before descending through more drought-tolerant Jeffrey pine east of the crest. Lastly, it
descends into the Sierra Valley to Lake Tahoe, and briefly ascends one last time to the
state line with Nevada.
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There are two notable features of this profile. First, the entry from
the Pacific is relatively gentle. In other regions, such as for
Transect B, the Coast Range is much steeper and higher. Transect
A itself encounters no significant elevation change from Pacific
Coast to the Sierra Foothills. Secondly, despite—or perhaps
because of—the gentle changes in topography, there is a
considerable variety of vegetation communities (Küchler, 1977).
The profile A-A’ assumes complete mature vegetation
communities, unchanged by human activity. Still, in spite of the
very flat basins of both the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys,
varying vegetation communities appear with the slightest change
of grade, soil, or drainage. The profile A-A’ implies a rich variety
of opportunity. In fact, in terms of Sunset Climate Zones, the
Buffer A holds significant shares of nine Sunset Garden Zones
(Figure 3.4). Four of these, Zones 14 through 17 have significant
marine influence. Zone 17 has the most marine influence.
Moving in reverse numerical order, all the other zones lose marine
influence and gain continental influence. Average maximum
temperature rises until the ascent through the Sierra Nevada,
where elevation drops average maximum temperature throughout
the annual cycle. Sunset Zones 1A and 2B are two of the coldest
regions of the western United States.

Figure 3.3: Profile A-A'
(Donley et al., 1979)
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1A: Coldest Mtn/Inter-Mtn (6%)
2B: Warm Summer Inter-Mtn (3%)
7: Digger Pine Belt (6%)
8: Cold-Air Basins Central Valley (1%)
9: Thermal Belts Central Valley (3%)
14: North Inland/Ocean Influence (5%)
15: Coast Range Chilly Winters (16%)
16: Central/North Coast Thermal Belts (6%)
17: Marine Effects North/Central (5%)

Figure 3.4: Sunset Zones for Buffer A (Percentages are of % area of all California)

The area within Buffer A of Figure 3.4 is representative of almost all northern
California. In fact, the only Sunset Zones not represented are small patches: inland
higher-elevation 2A, and the relatively small and isolated regions of Garden Zone 4,
found near the coast but at the higher elevations of the Coast Range. I have summarized
Buffer A as a complex, but gradual intermixing of marine and continental influences,
with continentality increasing gradually until the hot basin continental dominance of the
Great Central Valley is reached. But because hot air rises, the resulting vacuum draws
the cool, moist marine air through the Sacramento Bay Delta like a bellows. This cools
off a favored region that is difficult to define, but that appears to have both the
advantages of varieties for growing wine-productive grapes: hot sunny day and cool
foggy nights and mornings.

Figure 3.5: The Conditions that Contribute to Zone 14: Hot air rises from inland and draws fog into
the Napa Valley through the summer months, through several avenues: through San Francisco Bay,
through the Russian River, even over the Mayacamas Mountains (Swinchatt and Howell, 2004)

Figure 3.5 shows a sequence of remote images from the U. S. Geological Survey
show the eastward movement of cool marine fog. However, Figure 3.6 shows this more
comprehensively with PRISM data (Daly et al., 2005). Specifically, this illustration is
coverage of July maximum temperature averaged for the 30 year period of 1961-1990.
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PRISM data has been the basis for almost all coverages in Data Selection, and has been
described in more detail in Section 3.2.1.

1A: Coldest Mtn/Inter-Mtn
2B: Warm Summer Inter-Mtn
7: Digger Pine Belt
8: Cold-Air Basins Central Valley
9: Thermal Belts Central Valley
14: North Inland/Ocean Influence
15: Coast Range Chilly Winters
16: Central/North Coast Thermal Belts
17: Marine Effects North/Central

Figure 3.6: The influx of marine air into the interior of California (Daly, Gibson, Doggett, Smith and
Taylor, 2005) (left) and the analogous Sunset Garden Zones (right)

Figure 3.5 does give the impression that the dynamics of cool marine air
movement are effectively only in and around greater San Francisco. The Great Central
Valley creates such a large vacuum that cool air is drawn in to many coastal valleys,
which may or may not even be oriented towards the ocean, without ever reaching the
Great Central Valley itself. Its reach can be quite broad (Figure 3.6), and complexly
influenced by coastal canyon orientation. The amount of marine influence and terrain
influences creates significant mosaics of climate change just in the few miles surrounding
Stockton and Hollister. And whereas the Bay area itself is seeped in marine influence, the
north-south orientation of the Sonoma and Napa Valleys allows them to capture
continental heat as well as cool marine air. All the zones of Buffer A (excepting the Zone
2B over the Sierra Nevada range and down into Lake Tahoe) are seen interacting in
Figure 3.6 (right).
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Figure 3.7: Transect and Buffer B for Southern California

3.2.3 Transect and Buffer B for Southern California
Transect B (Figure 3.7) runs almost parallel and atop the northern edge of the San Diego
County line. In almost every sense, this transect and accompanying buffer are the
opposite of what is encountered in Transect A. This 100 mile stretch of coastal plain is
varied enough to encompass both the best and the worst of climatic conditions in coastal
California: the mildness of the coastal San Diego area in the southwestern half, and the
hot Santa Ana winds of the Los Angeles and Santa Ana Basins to the north, where gaps
in the mountain ranges bring unbearable heat in autumn from the desert interior. San
Diego, protected by a solid wall of mountains, is insulated from the Santa Ana winds
(Figure 3.10).
Topping the Cuyamaca Mountains of the Peninsular Ranges and moving east, the
profile B-B’ descends very sharply and rapidly into the lower Colorado Desert. This
transition is more rapid and complete than any transect that could be drawn upon the
Northern California buffer (Figure 3.8). The profile sinks below sea level and, under
natural conditions, would be a plain of unending creosote bush. But this, however, is the
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Imperial Valley, heavily irrigated and therefore, richly productive through
all but the hottest months. It also is Russell’s (1926) BWhh, Zone 13, the
hottest of the Sunset Garden Zones, and the top of Malmstrom’s (1969)
Warmth Index. Continuing east, the elevation rises and crests into BWh.
This is also Sunset Garden Zone 11. It is a region of alkali scrub
spreading far into Arizona.
The transect B takes a more interesting route than does the Profile
B-B’. Starting from Santa Catalina Island, the transect crosses the San
Pedro Channel and reaches land near La Jolla. This time, there is very
little coastal plain. The ascent up the Cuyamaca Mountains is even
steeper and more rapid, but once at top the descent is more gradual, before
ascending the Santa Rosa Mountains, and then making a quick descent
through the

Figure 3.8: Profile BB'

(Donley et al., 1979)
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lifeless Salton Sea below sea level,
California’s own miniature Dead Sea.
Then, there are two more ranges, the
Chocolate and the Chuckwalla
Mountains before reaching Arizona.
If Transect/Buffer A is a smooth
gradation of complex marine influence,
Transect/Buffer B is as sharp and final in
its divisions as Transect/Buffer A is
smooth. The two form an excellent
contrast.

Figure 3.9: the Recirculation of Warm Currents
South of Santa Barbara (Benzel, 2001)

Figure 3.10: The Furnace Known as the Santa
Anas (Benzel, 2001)

The marine influence on transect
B differs from that on transect A, where
the ocean continually moves cool current
south from the northwest, and up wells
cool water from deep ocean troughs
offshore (Figure 3.9). Ocean currents,
captured by the coast suddenly turning
eastward at Point Conception, recirculate warm subtropical waters from
Mexico. That and the more southerly
latitudes create a distinct change in the
coastal Sunset Garden Zones from Zones
14-17 of transect A to much drier, nearly
frost-free Zones 18-24 of transect B.
Like transect A, there is still a fog belt,
but it has become considerably narrower,
hovering on and off shore. At the top of
the mountains, there is some Zone 2B,
the only zone shared with Buffer A, and
a slightly warmer Zone 3A. East of the
mountains, there are the desert Zones 11
and 13. This is a total of eleven zones in
roughly 20,000 square miles. This
number represents half of the total
number of Sunset Zones found in
California, or more than the total
divisions found in a classic Köppen
classification for all of California. The
only Southern California Zone lacking is

the high desert Zone 10 (Figure 3.11).
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2B: Warm Summer Inter-Mtn (3%)
3A: Mild Mtn/Inter-Mtn (3%)
11: Medium/High Desert (1%)
13: Low/Subtropical Desert (2%)
18: Above/Below Thermal Belts South Interior Valleys (7%)
19: Thermal Belts South Interior Valleys (4%)
20: Cool Winters South some Ocean Influence (4%)
21: Thermal Belts South Some Ocean Influence (3%)
22: Cold-Winter South Coast (5%)
23: Thermal Belts South Coast (5%)
24: Marine Influence South Coast (1%)

Figure 3.11: Sunset Zones for Buffer B (Percentages are of % area of all California)

3.3 Data Selection through the PRISM Data Source

O’Sullivan and Unwin (2003) have defined an “Expert System” as a form of
artificial intelligence that intends “to construct a formal representation of the humanexpert knowledge in some field that is of interest. This knowledge base is usually stored
in the form of a set of production rules “(p. 363). They have also described how, as with
human expertise in an area, the rules can become quite complicated and can involve
weights and probabilities and intermediate positions before a final decision is made
(2003). A human-expert system could be described as human expertise distilled and
codified. O’Sullivan and Unwin use this term in the context of how computers can be
made to make “smarter” decisions in complex situations.
Climate provides an illustration that links the human-expert system evolving
through human interaction with a computer, and the human-expert system that evolves by
human interaction with the environment. This thesis is ultimately a cluster analysis that
is comparing a collection of spatial clusters, otherwise known as “regions”, with what
horticulturalists have been refining over four decades. These horticulturalists are refining
the “clusters” or “regions” known as the Sunset Garden Zones.
O’Sullivan and Unwin (2003) ponder that “The geographically interesting
question is whether or not the groups identified are spatially related. If so, we may be
able to think of the clusters as regions. Obviously, we expect certain types of clusters to
be spatial—climate zones, for example” (p.335).
This study is limited to the procedures of principal component analysis and
Ward’s hierarchical cluster analysis (See Appendix D), and the few choices that their
parameters offer. I have the human-expert data of the Sunset Garden Zones. To make an
intelligible comparison, the other source of human-expert data is PRISM Climate Data
(See Appendix C).
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Godfrey (1999), in his Master’s thesis “Delineation of Agroclimate Zones in
Idaho,” first illustrated for me the possibilities of using PRISM data to create the climatic
regions or “clusters”, described by O’Sullivan and Unwin (2003).

3.4 Alterations and Additions to Godfrey’s Methodology

In my examination of Godfrey’s thesis, the single fault of his work was the
comparisons with Küchler’s NPV. I knew there was much value in Godfrey’s
methodology for his own thesis. But California has even more mountain ranges and
additional complex variables of marine influence and lower latitude.
Figure 3.12 illustrates my steps towards a solution. The USDA Plant Hardiness
Zones only increased the confusion, but were available in digital form. As Godfrey had
mentioned the Sunset Garden Zones, I looked for a pattern of organization in these
Garden Zones. I digitized the Garden Zones for Idaho and geo-referenced them for
overlay on Godfrey’s clusters.
As the Sunset Zones are useful for both horticultural and agriculture, I believed
there was an answer here. All the many cluster fragments of the mountains were within
the one Sunset Climate Zone, Zone 1A—the coldest of all mountain zones for the
conterminous United States. As these mountains are not valuable for dry land
agriculture, I used ArcGIS to select all clusters that lie completely with the polygon of
Zone 1A, and then merged them. What remained were less than half the original
clusters, and all were located in flatter, lower-elevation regions of Idaho. I merged and
renamed the remaining clusters into whichever Sunset Garden Zones overlay them.
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Figure 3.12: Sunset Zones for Idaho Overlaid on Godfrey's Cluster Analysis

Figure 3.13 illustrates the result. This is a hybrid of the valuable clusters of
Godfrey’s analysis and of the Sunset Zones. Godfrey’s clusters provided a more precise
geographical delineation of the Sunset Zones. The Sunset Zones provided the organizing
principle for Godfrey’s clusters.
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Figure 3.13: A Hybrid of the Sunset Zones and Godfrey's Cluster Analysis

3.5.1 The Analysis Methodology for this Thesis
I found Godfrey’s thesis to be quite exciting, and reproduced every step, this time
for California (Figure 3.14). There were problems working on such a large state with the
same fifty-five variables. The correspondences with Küchler’s (1977) Natural Potential
Vegetation appeared fair. But the wrong questions were being asked. Different variables
define California. Küchler’s work is appealing, but the most familiar taxonomy for
California is the Sunset Garden Zones. And, as happened with Godfrey, a number of
cluster fragments needed to be merged into Sunset Garden Zone 1A. Scale is also an
issue. This is a much larger state, with a much more complex climate.
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Figure 3.14: Logan's Reproduction of Godfrey's Methodology, this time for California

Therefore, I made the decisions above to choose two representative transects of
California and buffer them as study areas. I have followed Godfrey’s (1999)
methodology in many details. Godfrey’s reasoning appears well-informed and welltested in regard to the settings for Ward’s hierarchical analysis. In my own experiments,
five principal components do account for most of the data, though, in the analysis
chapter, I provide a rationale for adding a sixth principal component.
Godfrey’s recommendation of setting a limit of sixteen final clusters seems
entirely sensible. That setting provides enough significant clusters and the minimal
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number of “garbage” clusters. Particularly with Site A, the high variability in the Sierra
Nevada, due to slope and elevations, creates more strongly separate clusters than those of
subtler distinctions along the coast. As will be seen in the Analysis section, the entirely
contrasting distinctions of the transects have allowed me to experiment with overlays in
site A, and with principal components in Site B.

3.5.2 Data Selection
The present study has attempted to match cluster analysis to existing zones, and
used no more than eight separate variable coverages. The Western Garden Book (Benzel,
2001) lists just a handful of variables that are useful in delineating the Garden Zones:
1. Latitude
2. Elevation
3. Continentality (“Marine versus Continental Influence”)
4. Elevation
5. Slope
6. Aspect
7. Humidity
8. Length of Growing Season
9. Winter Minimums
10. Summer Maximums (pp. 27-28)
Some of these overlap in influence. For example, “continentality” is defined as the
index of marine versus continental influences. As there are several very good
definitions of continentality (Johannson, 1931; Daget, 1977; Rivas-Martinez,
Sanchez-Mata and Costa, 1999), the choice is difficult. Although a study could be
made just of comparisons among formulae of Rivas-Martinez, Emberger (as cited in
(Daget, 1977), and Johannson, I chose Johannson (Johannson, 1931; Eagleman, 1976)
because he modeled a definition of continentality in simple layman’s terms: annual
maximum temperature minus annual minimum temperature make annual amplitude in
temperature. The layman understands that amplitude diminishes in proximity to the
ocean, and becomes quite large mid-continent (e.g., the Dakotas). Johannson then
added some constants and divided by the sine of latitude expressed in radians. In
other words, continentality loses influence as one climbs into higher latitudes.
Elevation, slope, and aspect are features of topography. Topography is already a
significant factor in determining the PRISM data. But a digital elevation model
(DEM) and a slope map in percentage of rise over run over that DEM are added. I
decided not to add an aspect coverage, simple though it is to calculate, because at the
projected scale of resolution of approximately 2 kilometers for regions of
approximately 20,000 square miles, aspect could be confounding. The aspect
function of ArcGIS delineates every change of aspect however small. Although this
may be useful information at a higher resolution and at a smaller regional area of
interest, at the present resolution, the data already provided by PRISM coverages, a
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DEM of the same resolution, and a slope map of that DEM will provide the truly
important aspect information: the orientation of the Coast Range in relation to the
Pacific Ocean, the coarsely faceted directions of smaller ranges, and the orientation of
various canyons for capturing marine or continental influences. As happened with
Godfrey’s work, I expect to find some useless fragments, particularly in the Sierra
Nevada of Site A. The slope map adds to the possibility that steep rock faces will be
grouped as clusters. Therefore, the coverage of 1A will merge those fragments.
As winter minimums and summer maximums and growing season are explicitly
listed by the Sunset Garden Book (Benzel, 2001), these have also been included in the
methodology. The Climate Source, the commercial outlet for higher resolution
PRISM data, had coverages for growing degree days and defined them as days above
50° Fahrenheit. To supplement this, I ordered coverages for average last and first
frost dates, then subtracted the first from the last to make a coverage of length of
growing season, number eight on the Sunset Garden Book list. This new length of
growing season coverage is, by the way, quite distinct from a growing-degrees
coverage with a threshold of 50°F. There are several areas along the coast from San
Francisco Bay south to San Diego that are virtually frost-free. However, any spot in
the entire Great Central Valley potentially has a larger number of growing-degree
days. Growing degree days are a specific construct for many agricultural crops that
thrive on heat, but would languish and die along the coast. These include the familiar
cotton, rice, and fruit orchards of the Great Central Valley. Length of growing season
is useful for identifying coastal locations that are suitable for more exotic crops and
horticultural species: avocados, artichokes, macadamia nuts, poinsettias, erithrynas,
and many species native to the hyper-oceanic Mediterranean regions of the southern
Hemisphere: central Chile, the tip of South Africa, portions of south-west Australia.
Many
I have never known the Sunset Garden Zones to use precipitation as a component
in creating the Sunset Zones, perhaps because California has been highly modified
from its natural, drought-tolerant origins, a normal consequence of human alteration
of a Mediterranean climate. Supplemental irrigation is available, though the Sunset
Garden Book (Benzel, 2001), in recognition of several periods of drought over the
decades, has made sensible appeals for planting design that works with the many
California subclimates, rather than simply cloning the naturally thirsty landscape of
the eastern United States, with its year-round precipitation.
Even if precipitation in the form of rainfall is not considered, a number of plants
do flourish or sicken according to other important factors of moisture. Certain
species native to coastal Mediterranean regions survive the dry summers by
protection of the ambient moisture of cool, marine fog. This relates to the concept of
evapotranspiration and how closely it is calibrated in proximity to the coast. A
classic example is Monterey Pine. Within the coastal fog belts where it is endemic, it
receives enough ambient moisture to reduce transpiration lost to heat. It receives a
minimal amount of precipitation from humidity collecting on and dripping from its
branches. It would have no ability to survive a few miles inland from its special
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environment. In order to survive, many ornamentals from the highly oceanic
Mediterranean regions of the southern hemisphere also depend on a certain level of
evapotranspiration in mild even temperatures.
In addition, I hoped that a coverage extracted from relative humidity could be
useful in detecting several of the zones influenced both by marine and continental
forces. The Napa and Sonoma Valleys are superb wine-growing regions because of
their balance of oceanic and continental influences (Swinchatt & Howell, 2004) John
Boyer (2006), an authority on viticulture, was dubious about the effectiveness of
using relative humidity in this study. He did, however, state that the essential months
for the ripening of wine grapes are August through October. I produced a coverage
that was the average of the relative humidity from August through October, as an aid
in detecting the wine-growing regions of Garden Zone 14, including the “Delta
Plume.”
In order to suggest the amount of climatic point data from which the PRISM
coverages are created, Figure 3.15 tabulates climatic station both within each buffer
and within 100 miles of the initial transects.

Figure 3.15: Climatic Data Station for Sites A and B

I have chosen the following eight variable raster coverages for the research
methodology. In order, they are:
1. Elevation as a digital elevation model (DEM) in meters (Figure 3.16):
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Figure 3.16: Digital Elevation Model for Sites A and B

2. Total Growing Degree Days over a thirty-year climatic normal (1961-1990)
(Figure 3.17):

Figure 3.17: Growing Degree Days for sites A and B

3. Continentality, or marine versus continental influence, defined by Johansson
(cited in Eagleman, 1976) (Figure 3.18). Appendix D provides Johansson’s
equation.

Figure 3.18: Continentality Index for Sites A and B
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4. The mean of relative humidity months of August October (Figure 3.19):

Figure 3.19: Mean of Relative Humidity from August through October for Sites A and B

5. Slope in percentage, derived from the DEM above (Figure 3.20):

Figure 3.20: Slope in percentage Rise over Run for Sites A and B

6. Average Annual Maximum Temperature for 1961-1990 (Figure 3.21):

Figure 3.21: Average Annual Maximum Temperature in Celsius for Sites A and B
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7. Average Annual Minimum Temperature for 1961-1990 (Figure 3.22):

Figure 3.22: Average Annual Minimum Temperature in Celsius for Sites A and B

8. Length of growing season, defined as the period from last frost date to first
frost date averaged for 1961-1990 (Figure 3.23):

Figure 3.23: Number of Days from Last Frost to First Frost Annually for Sites A and B

3.5.3 An Evapotranspiration Overlay
Added to the list of raster coverages is the one necessary item that I was not able to
reproduce, but which became essential for the rest of the thesis:
9. The Evapotranspiration Reference shapefile from CIMIS (Temesgen and
Eching, 2005)(Figure 3.24):
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Figure 3.24: The Evapotranspiration Zones from CIMIS (Temesgen and Eching, 2005)

Evapotranspiration Zones

Evapotranspiration Zones

1: Coastal Plains Heavy Fog Belt

1: Coastal Plains Heavy Fog Belt

2: Coastal Mixed Fog Area

2: Coastal Mixed Fog Area

3: Coastal Valleys/Plains; N. Coast Mtns.
4: S. Coast Inland Plains; Mtns. North of SF

3: Coastal Valleys/Plains; N. Coast Mtns.
4: S. Coast Inland Plains; Mtns. North of SF

5: N. Inland Valleys

5: N. Inland Valleys

6: Upland Central Coast; LA Basin

6: Upland Central Coast; LA Basin

8: Inland SF Bay Area
11: Central Sierra Nevada

9: S. Coast Marine to Desert Transition

12: E. Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley

16: W. S. J. Valley; Mnts beside Imperial Val.

13: N. Sierra Nevada

17: High Desert Valleys

14: Mid Valley, S. SN Mtns, Tehachapi, High Desert

18: Imperial/Death Valley; Palo Verde

Figure 3.25: Evapotranspiration Zones for Sites A and B (Entire Legend in Appendix C)

I had hoped that one of the climatic classifications from the lineage of
Thornthwaite’s “Moisture Factor” would be an instrument sensitive enough to reveal
accurate boundaries between the very mild, highly oceanic coastal zones. Appendix C
provides a list and brief description of these many zones that are sometimes only a few
miles wide but hundreds of miles long. The proper instrument would account for both
marine and continental effects and the complex interactions with the coastal plains and
mountains.
These coastal zones can display distinct similarities during different seasons.
Zone 17 can be as sunny as Zones 16 or 14 during the winter months. Zones 15 and 16
can be virtually indistinguishable during the winter months. Therefore, I believed that
the water balance method table and graph method illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 2.4 of
chapter 2 might reveal the seasonally unique qualities of these coastal slivers.
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Neither Thornthwaite’s classifications nor Malmström’s evapotranspiration
models exhibited the sensitivity to coastal conditions that were required for this study.
However, as explained in chapter two, the advanced modified Penman formulas used by
California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) delineated coastal
regions of evapotranspiration that appear to match quite closely the coastal Sunset
Zones.
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Evapotranspiration Zones
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1: Coastal Plains Heavy Fog Belt
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2: Coastal Mixed Fog Area

3: Coastal Valleys/Plains; N. Coast Mtns.
4: S. Coast Inland Plains; Mtns. North of SF

3: Coastal Valleys/Plains; N. Coast Mtns.
4: S. Coast Inland Plains; Mtns. North of SF

5: N. Inland Valleys

5: N. Inland Valleys

6: Upland Central Coast; LA Basin

6: Upland Central Coast; LA Basin

8: Inland SF Bay Area
11: Central Sierra Nevada

9: S. Coast Marine to Desert Transition

12: E. Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley

16: W. S. J. Valley; Mnts beside Imperial Val.

13: N. Sierra Nevada

17: High Desert Valleys

14: Mid Valley, S. SN Mtns, Tehachapi, High Desert

18: Imperial/Death Valley; Palo Verde

Figure 3.26: Graphs of the Monthly Water Needs for
Each Evapotranspiration Zone in Sites A and B

Figure 3.26 represents the march of the seasons through a climatic year for Sites
A and B. The highly marine-influenced zones are numbered from 1 to 9. They appear to
have close resemblance to the equivalent Sunset Zones 14 to 24. The reader should note
the gentle gradation from marine influenced Evapotranspiration Zones 1 to 8 in Figure
3.26 (Left), followed by the sudden “jump” to the much hotter Evapotranspiration Zone
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14 of the Great Central Valley. This is an intensity of evapotranspiration shared with
Tehachapi and high desert regions of California. As Transect A (Figure 3.26, Left)
continues east, it encounters the edge of Evapotranspiration Zone 12, which is slightly
cooler, perhaps because of an increase in natural precipitation. This could be a
combination of higher latitude with less obstruction from the Coast Range north of the
Sacramento Bay Delta. The transect ascends into cooler condition in the middle and
higher Sierra Nevada. However, the ascent in elevation also creates an intensity of
sunlight that raises the evapotranspiration curve once more for Zone 13, the Northern
Sierra Nevada,
In contrast, in Figure 3.26 (right), Site B passes rapidly and abruptly through
fewer marine zones, reaches the Zone 9, the transitional zone to desert condition. The
graph curves then leap abruptly and unceasingly east of the Coast Range to Arizona.

1: Coastal Plains
Heavy Fog Belt
2: Coastal Mixed
Fog Area

8: Inland SF
Bay Area

14: Mid Valley,
S. Sierra Nevada Mtns,
Tehachapi, High Desert

13: Northern Sierra Nevada

5: North
Inland Valleys

9: S. Coast Marine
to Desert Transition
1: Coastal
Plains Heavy
Fog Belt
3: Coastal
Valleys/Plains;
North Coast Mountains
6: Upland Central Coast;
Los Angeles Basin
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Figure 3.27: Evapotranspiration Zones in the Paths of Profile A-A’ (Top) & B-B' (Bottom)
(Vertical exaggeration approximately 20:1)

The curves of Table 1 and of Figure 3.26, along with the profiles of Figures 3.27,
illustrate how the coastal influence is either elongated inland or stopped abruptly by the
Coast Ranges. Though not all in one profile, Buffer A contains all of the first six
evapotranspiration zones in a smooth gradual intermixing, then has a wide transition
through Zone 8 into the heat of the Great Central Valley. Evapotranspiration Zone 8 is
titled “Inland San Francisco Bay Area”, but its reach is much wider. This
Evapotranspiration Zone appears in approximately the same areas as Sunset Garden Zone
14, the wine-grape growing regions of Napa and Sonoma Valley, and valleys south of
San Francisco. It is interesting to contrast this with its nearest equivalent in Site A, Zone
9, “South Coast Marine to Desert Transition”. Their evapotranspiration arcs are similar
in magnitude. However, Zone 8 “lingers” over several important valley that capture
evening and morning marine fog, and bright continental daylight (Figure 3.27, Top).
Evapotranspiration Zones 9, in contrast, is a mad rush up the Coast Range. The marine
influence dwindles at approximately 600 meters in elevation, long before the crest is
reached at approximately 1300 meters. Therefore, Zone 9, “South Coast Marine to
Desert Transition” reaches desert before the crest.
Figure 3.28 makes a very useful comparison both between evapotranspiration
zones and Küchler Natural Potential Vegetation Profiles (Donley et al., 1979) within
Sites A and B and between Sites A and B.
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1: Coastal Plains
Heavy Fog Belt
2: Coastal Mixed
Fog Area

8: Inland SF
Bay Area

14: Mid Valley,
S. Sierra Nevada Mtns,
Tehachapi, High Desert

13: Northern Sierra Nevada

5: North
Inland Valleys

9: S. Coast Marine
to Desert Transition
1: Coastal
Plains Heavy
Fog Belt
3: Coastal
Valleys/Plains;
North Coast Mountains
6: Upland Central Coast;
Los Angeles Basin

18: Imperial/Death Valley;
Palo Verde

16: West San
Joaquin Valley;
Mountains beside Imperial
Valley

16: West San
Joaquin Valley;
Mountains beside
Imperial Valley

Figure 3.28: Comparisons of Evapotranspiration Zones with Kuchler NPV Profiles for Sites A and B
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In contrast, any profile of Buffer B would transition very rapidly through the
marine zones of 1 to 3, and then drive up and through Zone 9, the South Coast Marine to
Desert Transition Zone, and rapidly turn to high desert conditions dryness even before the
crest of the Coast Range had been met (Figure 3.28).
As this coverage is a polygon shapefile, and not a continuous raster, I believe this
shapefile cannot enter the principal component analysis or cluster analysis phase. Its
boundaries have already been biased in the production. Since I do not know how the
shapefile of CIMIS Evapotranspiration Zones is created, it will be used in simple map
algebra after the statistical analyses to make the final products.

3.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced the rationale for research methodology, site selection,
and data selection. Each site contains areas of interest reviewed in Chapter 2. The
Sunset Zones delineate these areas of interest, but other climatic tools fail to register their
presence. Also, each site contains almost all the characteristic Sunset Garden Zones for
northern and southern California respectively. Each provides dramatic contrast for the
other. The Northern California site registers evidence of the inward pull of marine air
through the only break in the Coast Range in California, the Sacramento Bay Delta. The
Southern California site presents a very sharp and dramatic contrast between marine
influenced zones west of the crest of the Coast Range. East of the Coast Range, it
sharply descends into true desert.
Next, I reviewed the valuable contributions of Godfrey’s (1999) methodology as
the basis for the research methodology of this thesis. Godfrey’s work inspired me to
experiment with two human-expert systems, the Sunset Garden Zones and PRISM data.
This led to my obtaining permission to digitize the Sunset Garden Zones for California
and Idaho. The Idaho Sunset coverage overlaid on Godfrey’s work answered questions
for the author, and presented additional means for the principal component analysis and
Ward’s hierarchical analysis that Godfrey used so successfully.
Lastly, I considered the selection and number of coverages. In contrast to past
researchers in their work on climate through principal component analysis and cluster
analysis, I made the decision to use no more than approximately the number of factors
that the Sunset Western Garden Book (Benzel, 2001) lists as important. My reasoning is
that, if the Sunset Garden Zones can be called the product of a knowledge-based humanexpert system, then the choice of variables should closely match the factors viewed as
important by that human-expert system. Another product of a knowledge-based humanexpert system is the PRISM climate data coverages. This thesis has demonstrated that
the two knowledge-based human-expert systems can work in tandem to provide an
advanced statistical validation of the Sunset Garden Zones.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, I chose two transects with buffers, each of which were representative
of the climatic features of northern California and of southern California respectively.
The total area of each was approximately 20,000 sq. mi. (more accurately, 18,773 sq. mi.
for Site A of northern California, 20,217 sq. miles Site B of southern California). The
PRISM data was projected from WGS 1927 in long/lat, where each raster cell has a
dimension of 1’ 15”, to the Albers projection of California Teale NAD 1983. When
projected, each raster cell represented approximately 4 sq. kilometers, or a bit over 2.5 sq.
miles. Each raster cell represents an interpolated data points. There are 12,588 data
points for Site A, and 13,556 data points for Site B.
The latter part of chapter 2 briefly outlined the research methodology of Godfrey
(1999) as the basis for the research methodology for this thesis. Also, chapter 3 noted the
distinctions between Godfrey’s methodology and the present methodology. In brief, the
distinctions are:
1. Rather than many variables, this thesis used a “parsimonious” selection of only
eight variable raster coverages, in an attempt to represent the same variables
described in the Sunset Garden Book (Benzel, 2001) for determining the number,
description, and geographic locations of the Sunset Garden Zones.
2. Mountain topography creates strong, fragmented cluster regions in very isolated
regions. These serve no purpose for agriculture or horticulture. Rather than
attempting to justify their existence, the research methodology will use the Sunset
Zone of severe high mountain regions, Zone 1A, to select all these small
fragments and merge them into a new Zone 1A, which boundary is determined by
the result of this merging.
3. One important region, Sunset Zone 8 or “the Cold-Air Basin of the Great Central
Valley”, is chiefly distinguishable by only one feature, topographic flatness. This
feature distinguishes it significantly from the surrounding Sunset Zone 9, the
“Thermal Belt of the Great Central Valley”. In the single case where I have relied
on the outline I have digitized from the scanned Sunset Garden Book pages
(Benzel, 2001), I have determined that this region can best be described as a
single large area of less than 0.3% slope. This indicates a basin where cold air
collects and frost becomes more frequent. Whereas the thermal belt of Zone 9
can grow citrus commercially because of the air drainage downward, stone fruit
requiring winter chill are more appropriate for Zone 7 It is a simple process to
reclassify a slope map and to extract this flat region as those cells from the Great
Central Valley that are, for this study, less than 0.3% slope. This region will be
merged by map algebra with Site A of Northern California.
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4.2 Comparisons of the Correlation Matrices for Sites A and Sites B
Table 4.1: Correlation Matrices for Sites A and B; Legend in Center of Table
Correlation Matrix for
Site A (Northern CA)
Elevation
Growing Degree Days
Continentality
Rel. humidity Aug.-Oct.
slope in percentage
ann. Avg. max. temp
ann. Avg. min. temp.
length of growing season
Legend:
Correlation Matrix for
Site B (Southern CA)
Elevation
Growing Degree Days
Continentality
Rel. humidity Aug.-Oct.
slope in percentage
ann. Avg. max. temp
ann. Avg. min. temp.
length of growing season

Elev
1.00

Elev
1.00

GDD
-.90
1.00

Cont
.32
.07
1.00

< -.8

< -.6

GDD

Cont

-.61
1.00

.00
.77
1.00

RH
-.52
.19
-.86
1.00

RH
-.35
-.46
-.88
1.00

Slope
.61
-.58
.11
-.24
1.00

Temp
Max
-.72
.92
.36
-.11
-.45
1.00

> .60

> .80

Slope

Temp
Max

.63
-.39
-.03
-.25
1.00

-.39
.96
.91
-.68
-.26
1.00

Temp
Min
-.94
.82
-.47
.60
-.51
.65
1.00

Temp
Min
-.95
.55
-.10
.41
-.57
.32
1.00

LGS
-.95
.82
-.46
.66
-.56
.60
.95
1.00

LGS
-.87
.55
-.04
.40
-.57
.33
.91
1.00

Two of the first products of this methodology are sets of correlation matrices
(Table 4.1). These are helpful in determining the strength of the correlation, or in this
instance, the multicollinearity of the several variables. Several remarks are appropriate:
1. Elevation, as can be expected, has strong negative correlations with growing
degree days, length of growing season, and annual average temperature
maximums and minimums. All would decrease with increasing elevation. There
is a moderately strong correlation with slope. Slope is a function of the variability
of terrain, more than of elevation. The higher elevations may contain the sharpest
slopes, but not all slopes. Some of these variables are weaker in Site B because
there is much less variation in elevation. For Site B, annual average temperature
maximum is considerably weaker in relation to elevation, because continental
influences east of the Coast Range are overwhelmingly stronger, than at any
location of either site.
2. The variable, growing degree days, is strongly correlated with annual temperature
maximum and minimum and length of growing season for Site A. However, it is
only strongly correlated with annual temperature maximum in Site B. This is
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3.

4.

5.

6.

likely a reflection of both the more southern latitude of Site A and of combination
of summer heat and long winter growing season of the relatively large Imperial
Valley. The Variable of growing degree days also has a fairly strong correlation
with continentality, another variable indicating that southern latitude has a strong
influence across Site B, and that marine influence has a significant but lesser
correlation west of the Coast Range.
It is not surprising that continentality has a strong negative correlation with
relative humidity and a strong positive correlation with annual average
temperature maximum at both sites. Rising continentality is the lessening of
marine-influence. Therefore, the continentality scale starts with negative values
to zero values at the coast then rises. Marine-influence air is moist and mild in
temperature, indicating high relative humidity and low annual average
temperature maximum. Relative humidity falls and temperature rises as
continentality rises. Relative humidity and annual average temperature maximum
apart or together might be reasonable substitutes for continentality.
For reasons that I cannot quite interpret, relative humidity, as an average of this
value from August to October, has a fairly strong correlation with annual average
temperature minimum and length of growing season for Site A. Conversely, for
Site B, relative humidity has a fairly strong negative correlation with annual
average temperature maximum. Site B is a much drier and hotter region in
general.
Slope has no significantly strong correlations with any other variables. The
author considered taking it from the analysis, it is retained in hope that it might be
useful in detecting areas of air drainage, an essential characteristic for
understanding climate in the Great Central Valley. While it has failed in that task,
slope has instead become a fascinating organizing feature upon an experiment
(below) comparing principal components 1 and 2 for Site B against cluster
analyses created by incrementally increasing the number of principal components
loaded into the cluster analysis. Though carrying less than 7% of the data,
principal component 3 is solely and strongly dominated by the positive correlation
of slope. In interpreting its function in cluster analyses of Site B, the factor of
slope in principal component 3 is the first truly organizing factor of clusters into
intelligible regions.
For Site A, annual average maximum temperature has moderately strong
correlation with annual average minimum temperature and length of growing
season. These are reasonable correlations for the latitude and complex
interactions of topography and elevation for Site B, particularly once an observer
passes east of the break in the Coast Range. But this variable has only about 6065% correlation with the other two. The correlation would probably be lower west
of the Coast Range in highly marine-influence greater San Francisco and the
valleys north and south of the Bay. Annual average maximum temperature does
not have high correlations with either variable in Site B. One again, as described
above, latitude is more likely as a factor in length of growing season and it itself
along with elevation and continentality are the factors that are responsible for
annual average maximum temperature in Site B.
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7. The last variable to consider, Annual Average Minimum Temperature, is very
strongly correlated with length of growing season. There are no surprises here, as
one would be an indicator of the other.

4.3 Relative Strengths of the New Principal Components for Sites A
and Sites B
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are the scree plots of eigenvalues of the correlation matrices
for Sites A and Sites B. With these graphs, one can subjectively choose the number of
principal components that will be included in the cluster analysis. A rough guide is to
stop before the slopes of the lines between principal components perceivably “flatten out”
to zero. In both scree plots, by this rule-of-thumb, I would take the first five principal
components. All principal components past the fifth are the “scree” or “trash.” This also
agrees with Godfrey’s choice of five principal components. For experimentation, I could
try adding the sixth, but I started to find that the resulting clusters did not improve. I did
afterwards include, one-by-one, all the additional principal components for Site B. The
results are described below.
Site A Scree Plot
6.0
5.03
62.86%

Eigenvalue

5.0
4.0

2.12
26.55%

3.0
2.0

0.62
7.69%

1.0

0.13
1.61%

0.03
0.43%

0.05
0.68%

0.01
0.17%
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6
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Figure 4.1: Eigenvalues of the Correlation Matrix for Site A
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Site B Scree Plot

Eigenvalue

5.00
4.12
51.49% 3.07
38.42%

4.00
3.00
2.00

0.14
0.56
6.95% 1.78%

1.00

0.01
0.03
0.14%
0.36%

0.07
0.86%

0.00
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2
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4

5

6

7

8

Principal Component

Figure 4.2: Eigenvalues of the Correlation Matrix for Site B

The Eigenvalues (or strengths of the new principal components) are most readily
comprehended in conjunction with the “loadings” of each portion of each variable into
each principal component. When charted as tables, these strengths become apparent.
In Tables 4.2 and Table 4.1, the first principal components, which carry the
weight of the variability, both show strong positive loadings of the variables of growing
degree days, annual average maximum and minimum temperatures, lengths of growing
seasons, and a strong negative loading of elevation (dem). These are not surprising, as all
were shown to have strong correlations in Table 4.1 above. Intuitively, one would expect
the first four variables to rise with loss of elevation. Therefore, elevation appears to be
most significant in the influence of these other important variables. principal component
1 of Site A carries approximately 63% of the variability. principal component 2 of Site B
carries approximately 38.2%
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4.4 Relative Strengths of the New Principal Components for Sites A
and Sites B
Table 4.2: Site A Variable Loadings

Table 4.3: Site B Variable Loadings
Southern California Site

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

PCA 1 - 51.49%

PCA 1 - 62.86%

Northern California Site

0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
gdd

cont

rh

slope Tmax Tmin

-0.4

0.8

0.6

0.6
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0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
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gdd

cont
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slope Tmax Tmin

LS
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slope Tmax Tmin

LS
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-0.6
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slope Tmax Tmin

LS

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

PCA 3 - 6.95%

PCA 3 - 7.69%

-0.2

LS

PCA 2 - 38.42%

PCA 2 - 26.55%

dem

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
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0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
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slope Tmax Tmin
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0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6
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The second principal components illustrate the strong inverse correlation between
continentality against relative humidity and annual average temperature maximum.
Surprisingly, it would seem, the variable of growing degree days loads inversely to
relative humidity. The explanation would appear to be that relative humidity has been
shown above to correlate strongly and inversely with continentality. Figure 4.3 is a map
of growing degree days for the Napa Valley region. Growing Degree Days clearly
diminish with rising elevation. But, the marine-influence that keeps a region mild and
virtually frost-free also decreases the average daily temperature. Figure 4.3 indicates that
the Great Central Valley warms up much quicker, despite lower winter temperature.
Napa Valley, which has influences from ocean and interior, has growing degree days
measured somewhere between these influences.

Figure 4.3: Growing Degree Days Mapped for the Napa Valley Region (Swinchatt & Howell, 2004)

Principal component 3 is loaded almost exclusively with the variability of slope.
And for principal components after this one, the interpretation becomes murky. Principal
components 4 and 5 for both site A and site B now show positive loadings of
continentality with relative humidity, and elevation (DEM) with length of growing
season. Elevation is positively loaded with variables with which they are normally
correlated negatively. Continentality is now positively loaded with relative humidity,
while annual average temperature minimum is negatively loaded.
Past the first two or three principal components, it can be difficult to assess the
meanings of the loading of the principal components that account for small percentages
of variability. Principal components 4 and 5 for both sites account for only 1 or 2% of
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variability. Later in this section, I will examine Site B more thoroughly for some
understanding of their significance.

4.4 The Clusters and the Regions

To refresh the reader’s memory, Figure 4.4 illustrates the original Sunset Garden
Zones as digitized with the accompanying legend for Site A. One of my intentions was
to find a statistical cluster resembling the “Delta Plume” that would also bear
resemblance to the Zone 14 of the Napa and Sonoma Valleys.

1A: Coldest Mtn/Inter-Mtn (6%)
2B: Warm Summer Inter-Mtn (3%)
7: Digger Pine Belt (6%)
8: Cold-Air Basins Central Valley (1%)
9: Thermal Belts Central Valley (3%)
14: North Inland/Ocean Influence (5%)
15: Coast Range Chilly Winters (16%)
16: Central/North Coast Thermal Belts (6%)
17: Marine Effects North/Central (5%)

Figure 4.4: Site A Digitized from the Sunset Garden Book

Figure 4.5 illustrates the initial result. The “Delta Plume” does clearly and
distinctively penetrate widely into the Great Central Valley. It also clearly has clusters
matching and in close relationship to it in the Napa and Sonoma areas. There are cluster
fragments in the Sierra Nevada, as expected. In fact, six of the resulting eighteen clusters
are these fragments. As proposed, the Garden Zone 1A polygon was overlaid. All the
shards that lie completely within that polygon were then merged. There was a collection
of larger clusters that appeared to represent Zone 2B, the climate of Lake Tahoe. But, as
Lake Tahoe is such an isolated portion of this study, it was merged with the rest. Also, as
expected, the very flat thermal Basin of Zone 8 did not appear. Therefore, I performed
map algebra on the clusters with a reclassified selection of the slope map. Finally the
evapotranspiration zones from CIMIS were overlaid to simulate the narrow coastal zones
(Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.5: Initial Clusters before Clean-Up and Symbology

Figure 4.6: The Cluster/Regions Clean-Up and Symbolized
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2B: Warm Summer Inter-Mtn (3%)
3A: Mild Mtn/Inter-Mtn (3%)
11: Medium/High Desert (1%)
13: Low/Subtropical Desert (2%)
18: Above/Below Thermal Belts South Interior Valleys (7%)
19: Thermal Belts South Interior Valleys (4%)
20: Cool Winters South some Ocean Influence (4%)
21: Thermal Belts South Some Ocean Influence (3%)
22: Cold-Winter South Coast (5%)
23: Thermal Belts South Coast (5%)
24: Marine Influence South Coast (1%)

Figure 4.7: Site B as originally Digitized

Figure 4.8: Site B with new clustered Regions and Matching Symbology
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In contrast with Site A, Site B required very little post-preparation (Figures 4.7
and 4.8). At the setting of 18 clusters, there will always be more clusters than the nine
and eleven required for Sites A and B. In contrast with Site A, Site B has such sharp,
distinct, and total contrasts at this resolution, that merging clusters became a small chore,
and the symbology was easily added.

4.5 The Geographical Regions and Statistical Space
In an attempt to understand the relationship of geographical space and statistical
space in a cluster analysis, I plotted principal component 1 against principal component 2
for Site A and for Site B, then numbered the clusters according to their geographical
relationship to the corresponding regions the clusters form in Site A and Site B. Finally,
the regions in each site were symbolized by a gradient of color from blue (for cool and
marine) to yellow (for transition) to red (for high elevation in Site A, below sea-level in
Site B). The clusters in statistical space were given the same color index.

Figure 4.9: Site A Cluster/Regions Symbolized in the same Progression as Statistical Space

A number of surprises arose from this process (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). In both
cases, the statistical spaces followed the geographical progression almost exactly. For
Site A (Figure 4.9), the clusters in the statistical space followed the smooth gradation of
blues up to the very tight “knuckle” cluster 2, which represents the very homogeneous
interior of the Great Central Valley outside the “Delta Plume”. Then, after a sharp turn to
the left, the clusters continue in step up to the crest of the Sierra Nevada. Just after the
crest, the last clusters turn almost 180° doubling-back, as the elevation lowers towards
the state line with Nevada. The plotting of statistical space appears to represent a very
smooth and gradual decrease of marine influence until appears to have “evaporated” in
the heat of the Great Central Valley floor. Afterwards, continuing eastward, elevation
becomes the principal variable.
Statistical space makes a very distinctive “abstraction” of the West to East
movement of Transect A. However, in spite of the quite 90° turn, this is all a very
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smooth transition. I assume that these clusters are following closely along the first axes
of the first two eigenvectors as X and Y axes.

Figure 4.10: Site B Cluster/Regions Symbolized in the same Progression as Statistical Space

The comparison between the Site B regions and its statistical plotting of principal
component 1 against principal component 2 is even more surprising and sharply defined
(Figure 4.10). The plotting definitely resembles a climatic pictorial of a traveler
following the transect over the crest of the Coast Range. But, this time, instead of
continuing straight down, the traveler follows the grade to the north and smoothly curves
down and around to the lowest point, the Salton Sea. In this site, at the sharp transition
between the marine conditions west of the mountains and the desert conditions east,
cluster 16 spreads out into a haze. It is clearly the cluster with the largest encircling
diameter, and appears to represent the top of the ridge line of the Coast Range, buffeted
by conditions that are marine and continental and elevational. This would appear to be
the isolated spots of cold Winter Garden Zones 2B and 3A.

4.6: Site B, Southern California Site B Cluster Analyses Matched
against Principal Component Loadings
Both comparisons are so intriguing, that I wished to make a closer comparison of
one site against its principal component loadings. Naturally, site B is absolute in its
geographical changes from marine, to mountain climate, to high desert, to low desert. I
chose Site B because of these sharp divisions. The big question is, if a cluster analysis of
five principal components resembles very closely just the two principal components 1
and 2 plotted against one another, would a cluster analysis of fewer than five also bear
that same resemblance?
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Southern California Site
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Figure 4.11: First two Principal Components (Left) shown graphed and then as regions

The answer certainly is no! In figure 4.11, just the first two principal components
are shown, and the cluster analysis of just these first two is shown at bottom right. There
is an almost total alteration of cool colors and hot colors. The narrows coastal plain is
both the hottest color and the coolest color. The desert is equally filled with hot and cool.
The hottest Zone 13 is shown clearly, but would hardly rank as a very hot climate.
I speculate that, as the cluster analysis and the principal component plotting are
both two dimensional, the cluster analysis has built regions in a strictly left-to-right
hierarchy, running along the axis of principal component 1. Therefore, the regions are
colored by their associated strengths in the loadings of the first principal components of
growing degree days and temperature, and then secondarily by the influence of the
loadings of the second principal component relative humidity and continentality. The
principal component 1 axis must be more in alignment with the top line of clusters for
them to be read left to right in this fashion.
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Figure 4.12: Cluster Analysis with third Component Added

The third principal component adds only 3.7% of the variability to the analysis
(Figure 4.12). However, the change is dramatic, largely because the single dominant
variable loading for principal component three in both Site A and Site B is slope.
Because slope is now recognized as a third dimension, unseen in the graph, its force in
the cluster analysis is to organize the variables, for the most part, correctly up both sides
of the Coast Range and down into the Lower Colorado Desert. The main anomalies
remaining are that the west side of the Coast Range is too completely marine, and some
of those marine qualities extend into the upper elevations east into the desert.
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Figure 4.13: The Fourth Principal Component is added to the Cluster Analysis

The fourth principal component is added to the cluster analysis (Figure 4.13).
This component contributes only 1.7% of the variability. However, portions of the
clustered regions appear to have reverted to the cluster analysis with merely two principal
components. The lower desert regions appear to have kept their proper symbology. But
now a low desert mountain range takes on the light blue of higher marine conditions west
of the Coast Range. And a band of orange that would have been proper in that location
now separates the truly marine conditions from a higher elevation region shown as
marine-influenced.
I speculate that these two sections which appear to be “wearing” one another’s
symbology are similar enough along the variables of slope and other loadings of principal
components 1 and 2 that elevation and length of growing season have allowed the desert
range to “out-weigh” the mid-elevations of the ocean side of the Coast Range. As has
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been shown above with the Napa Valley region, a more continental region warms up
quicker and can have a longer season than a marine environment.
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Figure 4.14: Back to the original five Principal components

Finally, with the fifth principal component returned to the cluster analysis, the
regions once again follow the graph of principal component 1 against principal
component 2 (Figure 4.14). Principal component 5 contributes only 0.86% of the
variability, yet that small amount restored order. The positive loadings of continentality
and relative humidity, which normally would load in opposite directions to one another
added the extra qualities that brought the band of orange west of the Coast Range back to
blue. Might this have been relative humidity? The band of blue in the desert ranges
became hotter color, perhaps because of greater continentality and a consequent lower
annual average temperature minimum. The negative loading of the DEM might have
separated the lower desert ranges from the higher levels of the Coast Range.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, I reviewed and commented on the results from the procedure of
principal component analysis on eight variable coverages for the two sites A and B. I
then initially chose the first five principal components for the Ward’s hierarchical cluster
analysis. As a region in ArcGIS, Site A needed some expected editing to remove
irrelevant cluster fragments from mountain conditions and to merge in the very flat Zone
8 of the Great Central Valley.
Site B need almost no editing, other than the expected merging of some 18 zones
down to 11. Both sites were successfully depicted and quick to edit. I then added an
additional experiment to produce cluster analyses for Site of 2, 3, 4, and 5 principal
components and then to compare them with the striking similarities between the cluster
analysis with five components against the two-dimensional graph of principal component
1 against principal component two. I learned from this experiment that seemingly minor
principal components can have large local effects.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

5.1 Introduction
I have concluded that the analysis has been successful at the scale of the sites
(approximately 20,000 square miles each) and at the resolution of the observations
(approximately 6.25 square miles as the area of each raster cell), The process found
statistical analogs for the dominant Sunset Garden Zones in each region. In this final
chapter, I list objectives met, comment on an author of a climate classifications and what
his single short article has taught me. Lastly, I list some useful explorations for the
methodology of this thesis.

5.2 Objectives Met for this thesis
The objectives of this thesis are met. In review:
1. The Sunset Zones for California were digitized into a Geographical
Information Systems (GIS), in order to facilitate the statistical examination
of selected areas. Because of the difficulties in geo-referencing the
scanned pages from the Sunset Western Garden Book (Benzel, 2001), I
could not ascertain the accuracy of the zone boundaries. But I believe that
they make a useful reference. As shown in my suggestions for Godfrey’s
(1999) and in this thesis, the larger regions are still effective in organizing
map algebra. The suggested outline of Zone 8 is very nearly represented
by a reclassification of a slope map for California. A very large area of
less than 0.3% very nearly matches the outlines of Zone 8, and could
substitute until the methodology is refined for distinguishing Zone 8
clusters.
2. This thesis found much valuable information in examining the historical
climate classifications devoted to the state of California. Russell (1926),
Kesseli (1942) with Ackerman (1941), James (1961), Patton in Donley et
al. (1979), and Kauffman (State of California, 2003) devoted their
publications to climate classification as first developed by Wladamir
Köppen in the first half of the twentieth century, while many suggested the
usefulness of C. W. Thornthwaite first and second climate classifications
(Thornthwaite, 1931; Thornthwaite, 1948). In addition, Patton (1951) also
attempted a climate classification of California according to
Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification . These bear significant
comparison with the development of the Sunset Zones. All recognize, as
do the Sunset Zones, that California’s climate, is much more intricate than
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the coarse parameters of Köppen’s otherwise successful and lasting
classification. Lastly, Kauffman (2003) has stated the a solution in a
Köppen climate classification by hybridizing it in map algebra with Zone
1 of the CIMIS Evapotranspiration Reference shapefile to form the
contested definition of “n” (“Nebel”: fog) of Csbn. The products of
Köppen and the Moisture Factor movement now now merge synthetically
in a GIS.
3. Lastly, the California Department of Water Resources present
development of the Evapotranspiration Reference map, updated
modifications of formulae by Penman (Penman, 1948; Eching and
Moellenberndt, 1981), provides the closest rigorous delineations of the
Sunset coastal Zones 14-24. This work is all in direct lineage from
concepts of “potential evapotranspiration” inspired by Thornthwaite
(1948). The product of the California Department of Water Resources in
the use of these very advanced climatic formulae provided the one
essential coverage that I could not produce with available data.
4. I used principal component analysis and Ward’s hierarchical cluster
analysis (See Appendix D for descriptions) to analyze statistically two
subdivisions of the zones of California.
a. the San Francisco Bay area east to Lake Tahoe, and
b. San Diego County east to the border with Arizona.
The results appeared successful at the resolution of the raster coverages
(≈2 km. on edge) to validate Sunset Garden Zones with this climatic data.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, these two small regions of ≈20,000 sq. mi.
each contain many of the most characteristic Sunset Zones that are
representative of northern California and of southern California
respectively. Despite the high complexity of the climatic and topographic
factors, I was able to discover cluster/regions that closely resembled the
geographic outlines of the Sunset Garden Zones for those regions with
PRISM data processed into the relevant variables and then exported as
data point stack into SAS® for Principal Component Analysis and Ward’s
Hierarchical Statistical Analysis.

5. I wished to suggest a re-definition of the boundaries of the Sunset Western
Garden Zones, once these essential variables are isolated through
statistical methods. The impetus for this part of the present thesis has
come from the questions Godfrey (1999) posed in his thesis: Using
ArcGIS 9.1 and SAS® *, can one extract of proper variables coverages
from PRISM climatological data for a Principal Component Analysis
*

This acronym stands for Statistical Analysis System, a very powerful multi-variate statistical software
suite. ArcGIS is the flagshaip Geographical Information System (GIS) interface for Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI), The two are connected for this project for software scripting.
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followed by a Ward’s Hierarchical Cluster Analysis in order to represent
new agro-climatic zones? Godfrey’s chosen state was Idaho. I believe
that I was successful in a first attempt at using such an approach for Idaho.

5.3 Discussion
One of the great rewards of lonely research is to discover “jewels in the mud.” I
have discovered two in the process of researching this thesis. One was the delight of
discovering Clyde Patton’s unpublished Master’s thesis at Berkeley (1951). I would
hope that my own energy, ambition, and delight in discovery would be mirrored in some
small way by his own. My delight increased to see further publications by him as a
professor at the University of Oregon, and—finally—some definitive pages by him for
the Atlas of California (1979). It was as if I had only, through scrounging on the ground,
looked up and saw the arc of his professional life.
However, my greatest “find” remains Vincent Malström’s 12 page article “A new
approach to the classification of climate” (1969). Malström, as I learned, is not a
climatologist. He is now a Professor Emeritus of cultural geography at Dartmouth, and
wrote this article while at Middlebury. He wrote only one other article on Scandinavian
climate, but not on climate classification. The impetus for the article was how poorly
Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification performed in high latitude countries,
despite—or perhaps because of—the use of calculations of average monthly daylight
hours in Thorthwaite’s classification.
Malström’s brilliance in intuition is highlighted by his article’s twelve brief pages,
and some very clear, straightforward comments on climate classification in general. He
wrote his article after two decades of increasingly complex systems of equations from the
“Moisture Factor” proponents of Thornthwaite and Penman. He wrote this article just as
mainframe computers were becoming available for academic use. Therefore, the timing
of this published article in 1969 is suitable as a review of climate classification to that
year, and as an event for me. This is the earliest published article I have found on the use
of computers in climate classification.
Speaking specifically of Thornthwaite, Malmström stated three major reasons that
Thornthwaite’s 1948 climate classification has not become teaching device. He say of it:
“(1) that it is less a means of classifying climate than it is of
mathematically describing selected climatic parameters; (2) that the computations
necessary for determining these parameters are both tedious and involved; and (3)
that once the parameters have been obtained, their significance is not easily
understood or demonstrated. (What, for example, does “thermal efficiency”
really mean?) In an effort to meet such objections, while at the same time
preserving the essentially valid basic concepts developed by Thornthwaite, the
writer has produced a new classification of his own, which, in preliminary testing,
seems to demonstrate some exciting prospects both as a pedagogical tool and in
its practical application” (p. 1, Malström, 1969).
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Then, I never read another article on the subject of Malström’s climate
classification. I read but lost a quote that ominously suggested that Malström was
treading where he was not welcome. However, Malström’s vitae is rich on further
publications on Scandinavian and Icelandic culture. He appears to have been not that
interested in promoting his classification, and the academic world apparently ignored it
also. At the end of Appendix E, I again discuss Malmström’s classification, but more as
a challenge for other students of climatology to attempt to develop its usefulness as the
pedagogical tool that Malmström intended.

Malmström’s words are admonitions to me to remember clarity and pedagogy and
intuition in the development of climate classification. Now that I have used some
abstruse digital multivariate statistics to make a statistical analog to the non-computerized
Sunset Garden Zones, I wish to continue to hone my verbal, writing, and lecture skills to
where the process is not lost in abstraction. Principal component analysis, as complexly
allied as it is with the variance-covariance matrix and linear algebra, is used every time
we swipe a card at a supermarket checkout, or convert a large .tiff image to a more
compact .jpeg. It is the basis for facial recognition software. Its usefulness increases so
much annually that perhaps it is the digital transmission of the future. In Appendix D, I
attempt to define some of the foundations of principal component analysis and Ward’s
hierarchical cluster analysis. In the end, I’m glad to say that I wish to know more math
and statistics to express even greater clarity.

5.4 Uses for the Methodology of this Thesis
1. This methodology may be refined by taking further transects of California.
Eventually, this could lead to a blending and comparison of adjacent areas.
In tropical regions, where variables may be many times more complex
than these transects of California, this methodology may discover the
bases for the development or vector transfer of disease.
2. If research on California or other states continues at still higher resolutions
(1 km or less), fuzzy logic would usefully handle the transitions between
zones that are not easily divided by topographic features. Zone 14 of the
new “Delta Plume” cannot possibly be as sharply defined in the Great
Central Valley. Lacking topographically defined boundaries, fuzzy logic
would create a reasonable buffer between the “Delta Plume” and Zones 8
and 9. Climate is only a statistical concept. The degree of variation in any
climatic normal of thirty years could produce significant variation in the
isotherm and isohyet lines along the edges of the “Delta Plume,” adding
uncertainly to the boundaries.
3. Referring back to Figure 2.21 and the attempt to build a more
comprehensive climate classification for Australia (Stern, H. et al., 2006),
those equations can be applied as easily to California. Thereby, useful
analogs are designed for protecting diversity of species. As climatic
coverages such as PRISM’s become available for other Mediterranean
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regions, it might become possible statistical to find analogous regions
among all the Mediterranean regions.
4. Pedalogically, several classifications discussed in this thesis could be
superb teaching tools in the GIS environment (See Appendices D and E).
My thesis defense used the tables of principal component loadings and the
clusters-as-regions that examined the curious phenomena relating to
differing numbers of principal component loadings relating to statistical
space. I was told later that these slides brought an understanding to some
students that they had struggled for (and that I myself had at one time
struggled for).
5. At a different time, and only with Sunset’s explicit approval, I as a
researcher could used the resulting clusters to extract by zonal statistics
the parameters that appear to define a region. At that point, regions will
enter a new stage as Köppen type parameters. This, in itself, could be its
own field of research.
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Appendix A: Expansions of the Köppen Climate Codes
A

Tropical rain climates

Af
Am
Aw

Winterless climates; all months having a mean temperature above 18°C
(64.4°F).
Tropical rain forest. Hot and rainy in all seasons.
Tropical monsoon. Hot with excessive rainfall seasonally.
Tropical savanna. Hot and seasonally dry, usually in winter.

B

Arid climates.
Evaporation exceeds precipitation; there is a constant water deficiency.

BSh

Tropical steppe. Semiarid and hot.

BSk

Mid-latitude steppe. Semiarid, cool or cold.

BWh

Tropical desert. Arid and hot.

BWk

Mid-latitude desert. Arid and cool or cold.

C

Warm temperate rain climates.

Cfa

Mild winters; the average temperature of the coldest month is below 18°C
(64.4°F), but above -3°C (26.6°F).
Humid subtropical. Mild winter and moist in all seasons.

Cfb

Marine. Mild winter and moist all seasons. Warm summer.

Cfc

Marine. Mild winter and moist all seasons. Short cool summer.

Csa

Interior Mediterranean. Mild winter and dry hot summer.

Csb

Coastal Mediterranean. Mild winter and dry, short, warm summer.

Cwa

Subtropical monsoon. Mild, dry winter and hot summer.

Cwb

Tropical upland. Mild, dry winter and short, warm summer.

Cwb

Tropical upland. Mild, dry winter and short, warm summer.

D

Dfa
Dfb
Dfc

Boreal forest and snow climates.
Severe winters; the average temperature of the coldest month is below -3°C
(26.6°F), and the warmest monthly mean exceeds 10°C (50°F).
Humid continental. Sever winter, moist all seasons with a long, hot summer.
Humid continental. Severe winter, moist all seasons with a short warm
summer.
Subarctic. Severe winter, moist all seasons with a short, cool summer.
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Dfd

Subarctic. Extremely cold winter and moist all seasons with a short summer.

Note: Köppen and Geiger attempted to eliminate all combinations of letters for climates
that they believed were non-existent. Because of this, they did not anticipate that there
actually would be some few places in the world where the Ds climates do exist. Therefore,
Dsa, Dsb, and Dsc were not listed or described. These climates are, in fact, believed to be
in only one other location on Earth (Kauffman, 2005).
Dsa
Dsb
Dsc

Dry Summer continental. Severe winter, Mediterranean long, hot summer.
Dry Summer continental. Severe winter, Mediterranean short, warm summer.
Subarctic. Severe winter, Short dry, cool summer.

Dwa
Dwb
Dbc
Dbd

Humid continental. Severe, dry winter and long, hot summer.
Humid continental. Sever, dry winter and warm summer.
Subarctic. Severe, dry winter and short, cool summer.
Subarctic. Extremely cold, dry winter and short, cool summer.

E

Cold snow climates (Treeless).

ET
EF

Summer-less climates; the average temperature of the warmest month
is below 10°C (50°F).
Tundra. Very short summer.
Perpetual snow and ice.

H
H

Highland climates.
The highland climates are determined by elevation.
Highland climates.
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Appendix B: The Sunset Zones Described for
California*
The Colder California Climates
ZONE 1A. Coldest Mountain and Intermountain Areas of the Contiguous States
Growing season: early June through Aug., but with some variation--the longest seasons
are usually found near this zone's large bodies of water. Frost can come any night of the
year. Winters are snowy and intensely cold, due to latitude, elevation, and/or influence of
continental air mass. There is some summer rainfall. Summers are relatively mild.
Growing season of 50 to 100 days. (26.4% of California).
ZONE 2A. Cold Mountain and Intermountain Areas
Growing season: early May through September Winters are cold (lows run from -3
degrees to -34 degrees F/-19 degrees to -37 degrees C), but less so than in Zone 1. In
northern and interior areas, lower elevations fall into Zone 2, higher areas into Zone 1.
Growing season of 100 to 150 days. (1.9% of California)
ZONE 2B. Warm Summer and Intermountain Areas
Growing season: mid-April to mid-May through late September to mid-October. Winters
are cold (lows run from -3 degrees to -34 degrees F/-19 degrees to -37 degrees C), but
summers are long and warm. In northern and interior areas, lower elevations fall into
Zone 2, higher areas into Zone 1. Growing season of 115 to 160 days. (0.7% of
California).
ZONE 3A. Mild Areas of Mountain and Intermountain Climates
Growing season: early May to late September--shorter than in Zone 2, but offset by
milder winters (lows from 13 degrees to -24 degrees F/-11 degrees to -31 degrees C).
This is fine territory for plants needing winter chill and dry, hot summers. Growing
season of 150 to 160 days. (1.3% of California).
ZONE 4. Cold-winter Areas of the North Coast
Growing season: early May to early October Summers are cool, thanks to ocean
influence; chilly winters (19 degrees to -7 degrees F/-7 degrees to -22 degrees C) result
from elevation, influence of continental air mass, or both. Coolness, ample rain suit many
perennials and bulbs. Growing season of 150 to 200 days. (0.5% of California).

*

The source of much of this material is Sunset, 2006 with edits by the author taken from Benzel (2001).
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The Great Central Valley Climates
ZONE 7. California's High Foothills, Digger-Pine Belt
Growing season: May to early October Summers are hot and dry; typical winter lows run
from 23 degrees to 9 degrees F/-5 degrees to -13 degrees C. The summer-winter contrast
suits plants that need dry, hot summers and moist, only moderately cold winters.
Growing season hard to summarize as this is one of California’s most extensive and
geographically varied Zones. (14.5% of California)
ZONE 8. Cold-air Basins of California's Central Valley
Growing season: mid-February through November This is a valley floor with no maritime
influence. Summers are hot; winter lows range from 29 degrees to 13 degrees F/-2
degrees to -11 degrees C. Rain comes in the cooler months, covering just the early part of
the growing season. This region is distinguishable from neighboring Zone 9 by being
almost perfectly flat. Zone 8 on a slope map is classified as less than 0.5%. (6.7% of
California).
ZONE 9. Thermal Belts of California's Central Valley
Growing season: late February through Dec. Zone 9 is located in the higher elevations
around Zone 8, but its summers are just as hot; its winter lows are slightly higher
(temperatures range from 28 degrees to 18 degrees F/-2 degrees to -8 degrees C). Rainfall
pattern is the same as in Zone 8. (7.1% of California).

The Desert Climates Shared with Arizona
ZONE 10. High Desert Areas
Growing season: April to early November Chilly (even snow-dusted) weather rules from
late November through February, with lows from 31 degrees to 24 degrees F/-1 degree to
-4 degrees C. Rain comes in summer as well as in the cooler seasons. (3.7% of
California)
ZONE 11. Medium to High Desert
Growing season: early April to late October Summers are sizzling, with 110 days above
90 degrees F/32 degrees C. Balancing this is a 3.5-month winter, with 85 nights below
freezing and lows from 11 degrees to 0 degrees F/-12 degrees to -18 degrees C. Scant
rainfall comes in winter. (12.2% of California)
ZONE 13. Low or Subtropical Desert
Growing season: mid-February through November, interrupted by nearly 3 months of
incandescent, growth-stopping summer heat. Most frosts are light (record lows run from
19 degrees to 13 degrees F/-17 degrees to -11 degrees C); scant rain comes in summer
and winter. (6.1% of California)
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The Northern and Central California Marine-Influenced Climates
ZONE 14. Inland Northern and Central California with Some Ocean Influence
Growing season: early March to mid-November, with rain coming in the remaining
months. Periodic intrusions of marine air temper summer heat and winter cold (lows run
from 26 degrees to 16 degrees F/-3 degrees to -9 degrees C). Mediterranean-climate
plants are at home here. (4.5% of California)
ZONE 15. Northern and Central California's Chilly-winter Coast-influenced Areas
Growing season: March to Dec. Rain comes from fall through winter. Typical winter
lows range from 28 degrees to 21 degrees F/-2 degrees to -6 degrees C. Maritime air
influences the zone much of the time, giving it cooler, moister summers than Zone 14.
(4.4% of California)
ZONE 16. Northern and Central California Coast Range Thermal Belts
Growing season: late February to late November With cold air draining to lower
elevations, winter lows typically run from 32 degrees to 19 degrees F/0 degrees to -7
degrees C. Like Zone 15, this region is dominated by maritime air, but its winters are
milder on average.

ZONE 17. Oceanside Northern and Central California and Southernmost Oregon
Growing season: late February to early Dec. Coolness and fog are hallmarks; summer
highs seldom top 75 degrees F/24 degrees C, while winter lows run from 36 degrees to 23
degrees F/2 degrees to -5 degrees C. Heat-loving plants disappoint or dwindle here.
(0.9% of California)

The Southern California Marine-Influenced Climates
ZONE 18. Hilltops and Valley Floors of Interior Southern California
Growing season: mid-March through late November Summers are hot and dry; rain
comes in winter, when lows reach 28 degrees to 10 degrees F/-2 degrees to -12 degrees
C. Plants from the Mediterranean and Near Eastern regions thrive here. (3.3% of
California)
ZONE 19. Thermal Belts around Southern California's Interior Valleys
Growing season: early March through November As in Zone 18, rainy winters and hot,
dry summers are the norm--but here, winter lows dip only to 27 degrees to 22 degrees F/3 degrees to -6 degrees C, allowing some tender evergreen plants to grow outdoors with
protection. (1.4% of California)
ZONE 20. Hilltops and Valley Floors of Ocean-influenced Inland Southern
California
Growing season: late March to late November--but fairly mild winters (lows of 28
degrees to 23 degrees F/-2 degrees to -5 degrees C) allow gardening through much of the
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year. Cool and moist maritime influence alternates with hot, dry interior air. (0.2% of
California)
ZONE 21. Thermal Belts around Southern California's Ocean-influenced Interior
Valleys
Growing season: early March to early Dec., with the same tradeoff of oceanic and interior
influence as in Zone 20. During the winter rainy season, lows range from 36 degrees to
23 degrees F/2 degrees to -5 degrees C--warmer than in Zone 20, since the colder air
drains to the valleys. (0.9% of California)
ZONE 22. Colder-winter Parts of Southern California's Coastal Region
Growing season: March to early Dec. Winter lows seldom fall below 28 degrees F/-2
degrees C (records are around 21 degrees F/-6 degrees C), though colder air sinks to this
zone from Zone 23. Summers are warm; rain comes in winter. Climate here is largely
oceanic. (0.5% of California)
ZONE 23. Thermal Belts of Southern California's Coastal Region
Growing season: almost year-round (all but first half of Jan.). Rain comes in winter.
Reliable ocean influence keeps summers mild (except when hot Santa Ana winds come
from inland), frosts negligible; 23 degrees F/-5 degrees C is the record low. (0.9% of
California)
ZONE 24. Marine-dominated Southern California Coast
Growing season: all year, but periodic freezes have dramatic effects (record lows are 33
degrees to 20 degrees F/1 degree to -7 degrees C). Climate here is oceanic (but warmer
than oceanic Zone 17), with cool summers, mild winters. Subtropical plants thrive.
(0.7% of California)
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Appendix C: PRISM Data Described
The digital Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model
(PRISM), available from the Oregon Climate Source in Corvalis, was initated by a team
of climatologists lead by Christopher Daly of the Oregon Climate Service. This model
incorporates both the essential point data of climatological weather station data with
digital elevation information (DEM) to produce raster coverages of climatic patterns. A
raster coverage is a digital expression of a grid covering a large area, such as the
conterminous United States, at a resolution stated in terms of the dimensions of each of
the “squares” of this grid. Free data in this gridded form at a resolution of 2’ 30” each
side of each pixel. When those geographical units are projected into a form expressible
as a flat map in more comprehensible units, each of those 2’ 30” rasters transformed into
squares that are approximately four kilometers or two and one-half miles on edge (these
dimensions shrink as latitude increases). Each coverage is thus so many rows and
columns of squares. Each square is approximately sixteen square kilometers or six and
one-quarter square miles.
Climate is determined statistically over 30-year averages (for this study, 19611990). Each climate station produces the meteorological data that will be averaged to
become climatic statistics. However, the actual climate is only really known for those
stations. The data points must be interpolated accurately and expertly through all the
terrain that the conterminous United States contains. PRISM is continually evolving to
develop increasingly accurate climate maps. It attempts to mimic the thought and
decision processes that a team of human experts would use to apply climatic parameters.
PRISM combines statistical and geographic approaches to mapping. PRISM
assumes that topography is the most important factor in gradients of temperature and
precipitation over any particular region. The products of this approach are the raster
coverages of temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, growing-degree days, last frost
and first frost, etc. As any transect of California will illustrate, the climate of California
is intensively influenced by its mountainous topography and marine proximity.
There will always be “gaps”—locations so remote that the nearest climatological
station cannot accurately estimate their climate. In such instances, the stations nearest
this “gap” are each assigned a weight in order to form a climate/elevation linear
regression function. These weights are based on factors of distance, elevation, cluster
configuration, vertical layer (e.g., inversion layer or lap rate), topographic facet (a
simplification of topography to its basic climatic influence), and coastal proximity (Daly
et al., 2002).
The Sunset Garden Zones have been subjected to over four decades of strenuous
testing by thousands of horticulturists. That it is time-tested is its appeal and its strength.
PRISM has existed only fifteen years. But its methodology for mapping precipitation in
the United States has also been subjected to strenuous and repeated peer-review. A
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committee of state and federal climatologists and hydrologists evaluated the PRISM
techniques for mapping precipitation for selected western states. After two years, the
evaluation process contributed significant improvements to the methodology and PRISM
then produced precipitation raster grids for each state in the conterminous United States
(Daly et al., 2005). Similar assessments will be organized to put the other climatological
coverages through the same rigorous evaluation.
As with the Sunset Garden Zones, PRISM data does not assume to produce
“final” maps. Climate itself does change. Knowledge of climate increases. As the
knowledge of countless horticulturists refines the Sunset Garden Zones, countless
climatologists will continue to refine PRISM data. That is the basis of a human-expert
system: an organized accumulation of knowledge, without the expectation of finality.
These slight introductory paragraphs will have to serve in this thesis for a
definition of its data source, PRISM data from the Oregon Climate Service, Corvalis.
PRISM is the acronym for “Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes
Model”. It is a complex expert system that combines the effects of climate with
topography and the complex influences of elevation, marine-influence, wind, etc. into a
decision-based model. In effect, the Oregon Climate Service continues in developing a
human expert system that interpolates climatic station data into GIS raster coverages.
The weighting mentioned above for PRISM involves distance, clustering of effects,
inversion layer by rising air, topographic facet and orientation, coastal or continental
proximity (Daly, Gibson et al., 2002). The product is peer-reviewed in the most rigorous
of standards, and has gained the acceptance of state climatologists across the United
States (Daly, Gibson, Doggett, Smith and Taylor, 2005).
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Appendix D: Principal Component Analysis and Ward’s
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
Climatic data are often correlated with other climatic data. If dozens of coverages
of temperature enter an analysis, the result could be confounded by the redundancy of
information. The result could also be skewed by the parallel directions of such much
correlation, resulting in “collinearity”, also known in this case as “multicollinearity”
(O'Sullivan and Unwin, 2003).
Principal component analysis (PCA) attempts to reduce the complexity of these
data by creating new variables through linear combinations It identifies independent,
uncorrelated variables, the principal components, and these replace the original
components. PCA reduces the “dimensionality” of the dataset. If the original data is 100
variable coverages, then that is an overwhelming amount of dimensionality. PCA
reduces the many variables to components that much more likely state the true
dimensionality of the data. The decomposition of the original variables makes
components of new variables. Most of the strongest uncorrelated data will be found in
the first few components. New variables in successive magnitudes replace the old
variables and retain as much of the significant data as possible. Thus, a analysis of 100
unwieldy variables may be transformed into an analysis of just eight principal
components (O'Sullivan and Unwin, 2003).
As principal components are statistically independent, this eliminates the
multicollinearity stated above. The principal components could be described as new axes
formed in statistical space, each orthogonal to all the others. In algebra, the student
learns that the only value of X is 0, no matter where the user places a point on the Y axis.
And the reverse is true of the Y to the X axis. In real space, this is only possible in three
dimensions: X, Y, and Z. Axes X and Y and Z are orthogonal to one another.
However, in statistical space, there can be as many dimensions as there are variables.
The quality of orthogonality creates new variables from “components” of the old
set of variables. In the nature of principal component analysis, the first principal
component will always be “composed” of principal share of the important data accrued
from the other variables. The second principal component will have second most, third
will have third most, etc. In a large set of variables, the majority of the new principal
components will contribute little to nothing.
This is a data reduction technique. Without a careful graphical illustration of the
components, it can be difficult to “tease out” what share of the variables contributes to
which principal component most strongly. The following demographic illustration may
provide a simple example of principal component analysis (O'Sullivan and Unwin, 2003).
In Figure 32, there is a scatter plot of demographic variables. Male-unemployment is
plotted along the X-axis, and Households with no Car is plotted along the Y-axis. First,
the reader will notice that there is a slant to the data. Intuitively, it appears to say that the
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number of households with no cars rises with male unemployment. But, for illustrative
purposes, a new orthogonal set of axes can be defined from this data, as shown. The
statistical center of the scatter plot becomes the new zero of the PCA cross axes. Using a
transformation from linear algebra, the new (0, 0) is determined to be at (25, 150), which
appears to be the center of the cloud. From this, the axes are rotated to fit the scatter plot.
As the scatter plot is longer oriented in the North-Northeast direction, the new major axis
(“X-axis”) will be the direction of the first principal component. It is defined as:
PC1 = 0.4244x1 + 0.9055x2 or, in other words, the first principal component will be
composed of about 42% of the first variable in the X-axis, male unemployment, and
about 90% of the variability of the Y-axis, households without a car.
As there are only two variables, the second principal component will be defined as:
PC2 = -0.9055x1 + 0.4244x2 or, in other words, the constants of 90% and 42% of the
variability of axes X and Y are switched to make the new axes orthogonal. That will not
be so when more variables are added.
PC1, by calculation, accounts for 85.7% of the total data variance. PC2 will account for
what’s left, 14.3%.
This is a very simple example. What should be clear from the graph and the
equation is that the first principal component is longer (and always will be) and it will
account for most of the total variance.

Figure D.1: Illustration of Principal Components using Two-Variables (O'Sullivan and Unwin, 2003)
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To further clarify the meaning and composition of these new variables and their
associated “loadings” of old variables, graphs add much more clarity than tables The
new principal components can now be rotated into the orientation of the new axes to
increase the visual sense of this operations (Figure 33).

Figure D.2: Graphical Representations of pc1 and pc2

Lastly, the graphs of the points themselves can be rotated in the direction of the
new axes (Figure 34).

Figure D.3: Figure 33 rotated about its new axes

Once the original is reduced to a few principal components, a cluster analysis can
group these new variables in statistical space. There are many types of cluster analyses.
However, they all serve two related functions. They maximize the similarity within each
grouped cluster and minimize the similarity between clusters. In Ward’s hierarchical
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cluster analysis, each observation starts as its own separate observation (Figure 35). Its
center (from itself) is a distance of 0. Observation points are then “amalgamated” by
whichever neighboring point causes the least overall increase in this statistical distance.
As new points are added, those points chosen are those that create the least “spread” in
the distance. The results are clusters that are as nearly spherical as possible. Graphing
principal component 1 against principal component 2 after a cluster analysis is a
particularly effective method of illustrating the relationship of clusters among other
clusters, and also of gauging the “tightness” or dispersal of points within clusters. These
clusters will appear to overlap in so many places that the viewer may wonder how these
clusters really are distinct. The answer is that, again, principal component analyses
usually have far more than simply two components. Cluster analyses typically use far
more than two components. There is one dimension for each principal component used
in a cluster analysis. So, if a graph were able to clearly illustrate the clusters among the
same number of dimensions as principal components used, the reader would “see” that
these clusters are in fact not overlaid.
The amalgamation of clusters is often accompanied with a dendrogram illustrating
how the clusters gradually merge. Ward’s cluster analysis ultimately develops into one
large cluster. Where a dendrogram is available, the user simply “cuts” the dendrogram
vertically along the “limbs” where the resulting smaller clusters make the most sense.
This is subjective. And, unfortunately, this helpful graphical device is not easily read
when the number of observations is in the thousands. If a subsequent operation could
take a manageable random selection from among the resulting clusters, then the
dendrogram for a climatic interpretation would be both manageable and extremely
worthy.

Figure D.4: Ward’s Cluster Analysis with Dendrogram (O'Sullivan and Unwin, 2003)
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Appendix E: Climate Classification in a GIS Environment
I have created or re-created nearly every single map and graphic in this literature
review. In a sense, the graphics for the Literature Review chapter were preparation for
the later chapter on Research Methodology. In the cases of the several published Köppen
maps of California, the maps were simply scanned, geo-referenced in ArcGIS 9.1 to
projected California state material in California Teale Projection NAD 1983, and then
digitized into shapefiles. This simple process eliminated the ambiguity of poor
reproduction, and kept the same symbology colors for regions of the same Köppen
symbols for easy comparison.
In the cases of the Köppen map of the conterminous United States, Thornthwaite’s
1931 and 1948 climate classifications and Malmström’s classification, part of the
reasoning was the sheer joy of the challenge and the desire to understand how well and
how easily these intricate steps could be performed in a modern GIS. Godfrey (1999)
used Arc Macro Language (AML) in ESRI’s ArcInfo to process the many climatic steps
for his study of agroclassification in Idaho (Godfrey, 1999) and viewed the results in
ESRI’s ArcView 3.x. Kauffman typed map algebra directly into the Raster Calculator of
ArcGIS to produce his map for the Atlas of the Biodiversity of California (State of
California, 2003). Neither method is easy nor is either flexible or forgiving.
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.1 offered the new innovations of the Personal Toolbox, and the
Model Builder. These tools allowed the user to build a sort of “flowchart that runs” at the
push of a button. I discovered I could develop easily reproduce-able procedures for all
these climate classifications. Such knotty equations as creating daylight hour coverages
or the Thornthwaite “i” constant became easily edited and immediately documented.
Even such old questions as the internal structure of Köppen’s B climates could now be
viewed in fresh perspectives.
Maps of Köppen’s climate classification along with equations and parameters are
available in most introductory texts of climatology and meteorology. As has been stated
earlier in this thesis, Köppen continues to have his many advocates, despite the
proponents of the Moisture Factor Movement (Thornthwaite and Penman) and now the
extremely fast digital technology that we enjoy. I do have many of these available in a
personal toolbox of climate classification, and may make that available as a pedagogical
tool someday.

E.1: An Introduction to Köppen Classification in a GIS
I wish to present Köppen’s method in a GIS manner. This is somewhat new. It is
possible, but difficult to perform the steps in AML as Godfrey (1999) did, or later with
the Raster Calculator of ArcGIS as Kauffman (state of California, 2003). Here I will
propose a method using ArcGIS 9.1 and its Macro Modeler. The Macro Modeler has
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taken much of the tedium out of coding with AML or the exacting syntax of Raster
Calculator. Here, I will illustrate its use as a method of illustrating map algebra.

E.1.1: The Main Köppen variables
To begin, Köppen classification requires the following variables extracted from
climatic data sets such as PRISM climate data, freely downloadable from
<http://www.ocs.orst.edu/prism/>. From the ASCII text files, the mininimum and
maximum temperature data can be averaged for the need average temperature data. This
and the precipitation data are converted to coverages, and each is given the geographic
projection of WGD 1927.
The basic Köppen operational variables and equations are:

r : annual average precipitation
t : annual average temperature
AT_CM : Average Temperature of Coolest Month
AT_WM : Average Temperature of Warmest Month
AT_E4WM : Average Temperature of Each of Four Warmest Months
T_1to3WM : Temperature of One to Three Warmest Months
AP_DMofWM : Average Precipitation in Driest Month of Warm Months
AP_WMofWM : Average Precipitation in Wettest Month of Warm Months
AP_DMofCM : Average Precipitation in Driest Month of Cool Months
AP_WMofCM : Average Precipitation in Wettest Month of Cool Months
P_W6M : Precipitation in Warmest Six Months of the year
P_C6M : Precipitation in Coolest Six Months of the year
P_DWM : Precipitation in Driest Warm Month
P_WCM : Precipitation in Wettest Cool Month
Elev : Elevation in Meters
The initial first letter parameters are:
AT_CM = “Average Temperature of Coldest Month”
AT_WM = “Average Temperature of Warmest Month”
Elev = “Elevation”

E.1.2: Making the First letters of Temperature, and Ignoring the B
climates
A: AT_CM >= 18oC
B: ignored for now
C: (AT_WM > 10oC) & (AT_CM > 0oC) & (AT_CM < 18oC)
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D: (AT_WM > 10oC) & (AT_CM <= 0oC)
E: AT_WM < 10oC
H: AT_WM < 10oC & Elev > 1500 meters.
Without labeling explicitly all the processes, the reader should be able to see the rules
above apply to the Macro Model below in flowchart form (Figure 1). I have left out the
B Climates as that is apparently an action that even the staunchest of Köppen’s supporters
have wished to do. Trewartha (1980) complained that it should have been given a letter
completely outside the range of the others, such as “X”. I believe that Trewartha is
absolutely right. From viewpoint of map algebra, the B climates can be merged—or
“overlayed”—last. The maps production is more interesting for what would be these
other climates, but for lack of water. And 1980’s B climate parameters have a greater
ingenuity and insight before they are reduced to their few labels. The H climates for
“Highland” as it recognized by myself that the conterminous United States have no true E
“Tundra” climates. Also areas that meet the conditions are also above 1500 meters.

Figure E.1: Macro Modeler for ACDEH

The Macro Model depicted in Figure 1 yields the following in Figure 2:
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Figure E.2: First Letters Mapped

Figure 2 is only the basis for this climate classification. But it clearly yields
important information. The reach of marine influence all along the West Coast, is halted
only by several mountain ranges. The combination of the Atlantic and the Gulf of
Mexico appears to extends much further inland, but the effects could be caused more by
latitude than marine influence. The marine influence halts along the Atlantic hardly
above the main latitudinal line of 37°N. The warm Gulf Stream hit southern Florida at
just about the regions of climate A. All else is climate D, with a few spots of climate H
in the Rockies and in the Sierra Nevada.

E.1.3: The Second Letters of Köppen Classification
A climates make up a tiny portion of the conterminous United States, their
equations seem simple.
A
f
m

AP_DM >= 6 cm
(AP_DM < 6 cm) & (AP_DM >= (10 – (r /25)))

w

AP_DM < (10 – (r /25))
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But for the tip of Florida, the entire Macro Model seems relatively complex (Figure 3).
However, as one gains experience in reading Macro Modeler flowcharts, this is
straightforward.

Figure E.3: Macro Modeler second letters for A Climates

C and D climates
s

(AP_DMofWM < 4 cm) & (AP_DMofWM < (AP_WMofCM / 3))

w

(AP_DMofCM < (AP_WMofWM / 10)

f

((AP_DMofWM >= 4 cm) OR /* Note: this code for f is really
(AP_DMofWM >= (AP_WMofCM / 3)))) & /* just stating
(AP_DMofCM >= (AP_WMofWM / 10)
/* “neither s nor w”

The second letter for C and D are the same. I wrote out second letter “f” as a
logical operator, though it is in fact simply saying “all that isn’t s or w”. The meaning of
s should be clear when viewed alone. It is signifying the wet winters and dry summers of
Mediterranean-type climates. There is some doubt among some authors, particularly
Thornwthwaite (1948), as to whether any regions of w, with dry winters and wet
summers truly exist in the United States. There are small splotches in the Mid-West, but
they are not large enough to be associated with distinctive vegetation communities.
The letter “f” is simply saying, “wherever it is humid all year round”, which is a
fitting definition for the eastern United States. The Macro Modeler flowchart in figure 3
below is more complex than it need be, as I took the most literal and complex definition
for the letter “f”. However, approximately the second half of the map simply merges the
regions of “swf” together with the current map of “ACDEH” above Figure 2.
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Figure E.4: swf for Climates C & D

The first letters and second letters are added together in a simple map algebra
operation. Since raster coverages deal more conveniently with numbers, the first letters
were numbered: A = 1000, C = 3000, D = 4000, H = 8000. The swf second letters were
numbered as: s = 100, w = 200, f = 300. Adding raster coverages together yields, for
example, Cs as 3100, Df as 4300, and so on. A lookup table keeps these values straight,
and this lookup table can be joined as a .dbf table to rasters coverages at any time.

Figure E.5: Second Letters in Map Algebra Addition with First Letters
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There are no third letters for A climates. Once again, they are the same for C and
D climates with one addition for the colder D climates:
C and D Climates Third Letters:
a

AT_WM >= 18oC

b

(AT_E4WM >= 10oC) & (AT_WM < 22oC)

c

(T_1to3WM >= 10oC) & (AT_WM < 22oC)

d

AT_CM < -38oC (D climates only)

The above in a Macro Model is really quite simple (Figure 5). These third letter
parameters are all simply gauging how hot the summers are for their regions.

Figure E.6: Third Letters for Climates C & D

Adding the third letters to the “B-less” Köppen classification, “a” through “c”
simply are 10, 20, 30, 40. Csa is “3110”, Csb is “3120”, etc.
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Figure E.7: All Köppen without B Climates

E.1.4: Exploring the B Climate Parameters, Courtesy of GIS
Were it not for B Climates, the deserts would bloom and half the United States
would be a Mediterranean paradise! Figure 6 is a false picture without B climates. But it
is an interesting picture. Were adequate precipitation not considered for C and D
climates, the western United States would not seem too vastly different from the eastern
United States. The mountains of the West do still break up the smooth latitudinal flow of
the climatic regions, but this “fantasy classification” ignores the tremendous influence of
rain shadows and basin desert in the West.
The B parameters are complex. There are two major components, dominant time
of rainfall and—most complexly of all—inequalities relating annual precipitation to
annual temperature often with a constant. I am here introducing a novel approach to
viewing and interpreting the B Climates. First, Figure 7 considers distribution of rainfall
only. The equations are expressed as parameters that must be kept in order when
organizing the second letters of the B climates. These parameters are:
B

Parameter 1: ((.7 * r) <= AP_W6M)
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Parameter 2: ((.7 * r) <= P_C6M)
Parameter 3: ((.7* r) >= P_W6M) & ((.7* r) >= P_C6M)
The B parameters are confusing in stating something simple: Parameter 1
identifies regions where most of the precipitation falls in the warmer months of the year.
Parameter 2 identifies regions where most of the precipitation falls in the cooler months
(Mediterranean influenced). Parameter 3 identifies regions of even distribution
throughout the year. I believe they are clearer in flowchart format (Figure 7), and the
map itself is quite simple (Figure 8).

Figure E.8: Seasonal Distribution of Rainfall

Its product (Figure 8), is a very simple map of pre-dominant precipitation for the
United States. Only in such a map would a viewer find curious similarities between
much of the Mid-West and western Florida, or evidence of Pacific Ocean Mediterranean
influence extending into Idaho.
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Figure E.9: Pre-Dominant Precipitation

Quite contrary to normal practice, in a GIS, I can examine the ratios of annual
precipitation against temperature, and then combine them with the map of Figure 8
afterward. These often confusing B-climate precipitation/temperature ratios are:
B
S

IF (Parameter 1) THEN, r >= ((2 * t) + 28) / 2

OR

IF (Parameter 2) THEN, r >= (2 * t) / 2

OR

IF (Parameter 3) THEN, r >= ((2 * t) + 14) / 2
W

IF (Parameter 1) THEN, r < ((2 * t) + 28) / 2

OR

IF (Parameter 2) THEN, r < (2 * t) / 2

OR

IF (Parameter 3) THEN, r < ((2 * t) + 14) / 2
What if I temporarily ignored the seasonal distribution pattern that were so
important in the first place. I would have this:
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B Climate:

r

vs.

t ratios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

r >= ((2 * t) + 28) / 2
r < ((2 * t) + 28) / 2
r >= ((2 * t) + 14) / 2
r < ((2 * t) + 14) / 2
r >= (2 * t) / 2
r < (2 * t) / 2

In this particular case, it actually might be best not to display the Macro Model
flowchart. But let’s examine what I’ve done. I’ve re-arranged the ratios in order from
least severe to most severe. We know still that the inequality signs help us to distinguish
a steppe from a desert. So, here my model simply creates a map for each one of these
inequalities and overlays (merges) them with the least severe on the bottom and the most
severe on the top. The product map is quite intriguing (Figure 9). What should become
to the viewer is that the regions are concentric. Each contains the regions that are drier
than itself. This logic should now be clear from the math involved. Köppen has written a
sort of a Jenk’s natural Breaks for drought. In fact, for comparison, I have in Figure 14.

Figure E.10: Ratios of r to t for B Climate
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For comparison, I took a coverage of annual precipitation, divided it into six
Jenk’s Natural Breaks, and then took the bottom (least precipitation) of that symbology
and created a new Jenk’s Natural Breaks of six breaks (Figure 10). The similarity
between the two, while in no way a good match, is a good probe into Köppen’s reasoning
with the difficult topic of drought. The ratio map of Figure 9 appears to be a more
sensitive indicator of drought-influence than when combined with seasonal distribution.
Figure 9 more accurately captures the total area of Great Basin drought vegetation in far
northeastern California, and possibly gives a truer reflection of drought intensity in the
Great Central Valley and in southern coastal California.

Figure E.11: Jenk's Natural Breaks Experiment with Annual Precipitation

Now, to combine the two halves of Climate B are really much easier than would
seem. We can tell, from the information already provided, that regions of greater
precipitation in summer (Parameter 1) are steppe if they meet Condition 1 above in r vs.

t ratios.

Otherwise, it is classified as desert, no matter what the Condition is (they are,
after all, concentric). If the rainfall is evenly distributed through the year (Parameter 3),
then the region is steppe, if Condition 3 is met, else it is desert. Finally, if the moisture is
mainly in winter (Paramater 2 of Pacific coast influence), then the area is steppe if
Condition 5 is found, and desert if Condition 6 is found.
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This may seem confusing. But it works. I believe it is a more accurate method of
understanding the B climates. The problem is that Köppen placed the parameters in the
order of pre-dominant summer precipitation, pre-dominant winter precipitation, and even
distribution. The order, according to my re-arranged taxonomy, has winterpredominance last, and even distribution second. If done that way, then I believe that
relationships of concentricity become clear.
The last condition to add to an examination of the B climates are the relationship
to the isotherm of annual average temperature.
B Climates third letters.
h (“heiss” or hot)

t > 18oC
t < 18oC

k (“kalt” or cold)

Figure E.12: All B conditions Overlayed

The map algebra conditions discussed above should group the many parameters
into BS (steppe) and BW (desert). Adding the isotherm condition of “heiss” to this map
algebra yields the surprisingly simple map of Figure 12.
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Figure E.13: B Climates with all Map Algebra Performed

Figure 12, as a separate entity, is a useful display of how effectively rain shadows
deprive regions of precipitation. In fact, Figure 12 describes practically every basin in
the West quite precisely. But a close comparison of Figure 12 with Figure 9 reveals the
areas lost in the final product.

Lastly, to complete the process, the B climates are overlayed (merged) upon the
B-less climates of Figure 6 above (Figure 13) to make the completed Köppen
classification. Hopefully, the reader has seen this “old-fashioned” taxonomy with new
insight.
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Figure E.14: Completed Koeppen Classification

E.2: The GIS of the “Moisture Factor”
To those who now know that Köppen and his followers can now be displayed
relatively quickly and painlessly into a GIS, some might wonder, “So, could
Thornthwaite and other ‘Moisture Factor’ climatologists be similarly worked out?” Yes,
Thornthwaite’s formulas both for 1932 and 1948 are difficult—mainly because
documentation can be inconsistent. I have been successful with both. Penman could
only be much more difficult.
However, for those who wish to attempt a challenge that is of a similar level of
difficulty as the Köppen demonstration above, I refer you to Vincent Malmström’s
(1969) climate classification. It is ingenious and ignored. I leave the steps to the reader,
but I present my own attempts in Figures 18 and 19. Good luck to you.
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Figure E.15: Malmstrom's Moisture Index

Figure E.16: Malstrom's Warmth Index
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Appendix F: Johansson’s Continentality Index
From The Visualization of Climate (1976), Eagleman has described Johannson’s
(1931) Continentality index:
K = continentality
A = annual temperature range or amplitude in degrees centigrade (Celsius)
L = Latitude expressed in radians
K = ((1.6 * A) / sin L) - 14
Eagleman continues,
“The constants were evaluated by choosing the most oceanic-type station,
Thornshavn, Faroe Island, where an A value of 7.6 degrees centigrade and an L
value of 62 degrees N latitude gives a value of 0% continentality; and the most
continental station, Verkhoyansk, Siberia, with an A value of 65.6 degrees
centigrade at 67 ½ degrees N latitude, which has 100% continentality” (p. 8).
As many readers may not be familiar with an index of continentality, I have
calculated continentality for the conterminous United States (Figure 67). The reader may
notice immediately that parts of the Pacific Coast are less than Johansson’s chosen 0%.
Also, it is immediately apparent that, whereas low values of continentality (indicating
high marine influence) extend all along the Pacific Coast, only the southern tip of Florida
has similar degree of influence for the Atlantic Coast or Gulf of Mexico. This reflects
that the Pacific Ocean is a much deeper along the coast than are the other bodies of water,
and thus maintains an even moderating influence over the adjacent land. The lighter blue
extending even into Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming illustrate the great reach of the
Pacific influence, as Godfrey (2005) has described for Northern Idaho.
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Figure F.1: Johansson’s Continentality Index
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Appendix G: Further Research
a. As I gain a greater understanding of the process used by PRISM, I hope to compare
PRISM coverages with the recorded climatic data for the equivalent 30-year (normal)
period, 1961-1990.
b. There are several refinements that could be applied to pca/cluster analysis process.
process. One possibility would be to subtract identified regions from the study site.
In the cases of the Sierra Nevada of Site A, or much of the desert of Site B, an
iterative process could subtract those readily identified regions from the study site,
and then repeat the process until, hopefully, all regions are identified. In both study
sites, this process might work westward to the coast. Perhaps at a remaindered site
scale of 30 miles from the coast, the process in itself might detect the narrow coastal
zones.

c. I have long intended to write an extension for ArcGIS 9, using Visual Basic for
Applications with ArcObjects. This extension would automate what actually is quite
a simple process for exporting raster coverages to SAS® with commands for
principal component Analysis, retaining a certain number of resulting principal
components, processing these through a selected cluster analysis with settings, and
then importing the results back into ArcGIS as a coverage. The steps for ArcGIS are
simply:
1. The user selects coverages for analysis in the ArcGIS frame.
2. The extension checks that the number of columns and rows, raster
dimension and projection all perfectly match. (This is an absolutely
important step. Any slight deviation would cause the data imported into
SAS® to be out of sync.
3. The user selects the processing steps by selecting among radio buttons and
other setting input controls for the types of processing for SAS®.
4. The extension writes a script for SAS® command script with commands for
the SAS® software, and comments in the SAS® command window allowing
the user to comprehend what is occurring at each step.
5. The extension exports the coverages into ASCII format. The script for
SAS® skips the header for each ASCII file, and read the values row by
column. A command converts the ArcGIS NODATA (-9999) to the SAS®
NODATA ( “.”)
6. The script directs the SAS® software. The end product is a cluster analysis
that is written out in the same row and column dimensions as the coverages.
7. ArcGIS inserts the header information and converts the SAS® NODATA
symbol to the ArcGIS -9999.
8. The ASCII file is converted to a raster coverage and its projection is defined.
9. It is then added to the data frame of ArcGIS.
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The above is a basic ASCII script writing routine. SAS®, of course, is
performing all the difficult number crunching. The value of this routine would be in the
speed with which many combinations of principal components and cluster analyses can
be compared, in order that these operations would enhance procedure.

Figure G.1: A Schematic Design for Observing Variables in Multiple Dimensions
(O’Sullivan & Unwin, 2003)

In the Analysis chapter, I attempted to present the strength of the first five
principal components by re-running the cluster analysis process on increasing numbers of
principal components, and then interpreting the anomalies by comparing the new cluster
regions with the loadings of each principal component added. There are hopefully more
effective methods for viewing all the data in their dimensionality at once. O’Sullivan and
Unwin (2003) illustrate a “geographic brushing” concept discussed by Monmonier
(1989). Figure 66 is O’Sullivan and Unwin’s adaptation of Monmonier’s concepts. In
contemporary terms, “geographic brushing” might be better termed “marquee selecting”.
The windows are various monitors or windows within one form. The user could scroll
and select any number of observation points in any window, and the points as plotted
against other variables would light up from the selection. A useful addition to this
technique, shown by Monmonier (198), is a separate window or screen for the area of
study as regions in geographic space. These selected observations in geographic space
would also light up. There are many variations possible with this technique.
In conclusion, in spite of all the statistical methods used in this study, I have
refused to use any statistical method that would compare the new statistically defined
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“Garden Zones” against the digitized Garden Zones. I cannot assess how accurately he
digitized the Garden Zones. Truthfully, those who can best judge the accuracy are, once
again, the Human Experts. This, as has been true with PRISM data, would need to
endure the rigorous assessment and iterative fine tuning before these new cluster/regions
can truly be called the Sunset Garden Zones. I hope that this is the beginning of this
fruitful process
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Appendix H: SAS® Code Sample Used in Methodology
/********************************************/
/* ALL CREDIT TO BRUCE GODFREY FOR THE */
/* PROTOTYPE OF THIS CODE*/
/*EACH OF THE 8 VARIABLES ARE */
/*READ IN USING A DATA STEP
*/
/********************************************/
data v1; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\ca_dem_125al.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var1 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
data v2; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\ca_gdd50f_13a.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var2 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
data v3; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\ca_joh_conta.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var3 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
data v4; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\ca_rhmea8-10a.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var4 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
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data v5; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\etoz_noca_r.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var5 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
data v6; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\ca_tmeanmaxa.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var6 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
data v7; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\ca_tmeanmina.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var7 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;
data v8; infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\l2f_frostdata.txt' firstobs=7 linesize=5000 ;
do row = 1 to 171 ;
do col = 1 to 221 ;
input var8 @@ ;
output ;
end ;
end ;
run ;

/*********************************************/
/*THE 8 DATA SETS ARE MERGED */
/*INTO ONE DATA SET
*/
/*********************************************/
data all ;
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id = _n_ ;
merge v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 ;
run ;

/***********************************************/
/*A NEW DATA SET IS CREATED THAT*/
/*EXCLUDES THE NODATA VALUES */
/*CHANGES -9999 TO “.”
/**********************************************/
data subset ; set all ;
if var1 ne -9999 ;
keep id var1 var2 var3 var4 var5 var6 var7 var8 ;
run ;

/**********************************************/
/*PRINCIPAL COMPONENT SCORES */
/*ARE CREATED TO CLUSTER UPON */
/**********************************************/
proc princomp data = subset out = scores ;
var var1 var2 var3 var4 var5 var6 var7 var8 ;
run ;

/*******************************************************/
/*CLUSTER ANALYSIS IS PERFORMED
*/
/*ON THE CORRELATION MATRIX USING
*/
/*WARD'S CLUSTERING METHOD AND
*/
/*THE FIRST FIVE PRINCIPAL COMPONENT */
/*SCORES
*/
/*******************************************************/
proc cluster data = scores method = ward ccc pseudo outtree = tree ;
var PRIN1 PRIN2 PRIN3 PRIN4 PRIN5 ;
id id ;
run ;

/**********************************/
/*CREATE A DENDROGRAM*/
/**********************************/
proc tree data = tree graphics ;
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run ;

proc tree data = tree out = treeout nclusters = 16 noprint ;
copy PRIN1 PRIN2 PRIN3 PRIN4 PRIN5 ;
id id ;
run;
proc sort data=treeout; by id;
run;
data join ;
merge scores treeout ; by id ;
run ;

/******************************************************/
/*CREATE A OUPUT FILE TO PLOT PRIN1 */
/*VS. PRIN2 PRIN3 PRIN4 PRIN5 IN EXCEL */
/*OPEN IN A TEXT EDITOR AND GLOBALLY */
/* REMOVE ALL “.”, REPLACE ALL “ “ WITH “,”*/
/* SAVE AS A .CSV FILE, THEN OPEN IN EXCEL */
/* TO MAKE CHARTS. BETTER YET, OPEN AS AN XY-EVENT*/
/* IN ARCGIS OR IN ARCSCENE*/
/*****************************************************/
data xlchart ;
update join all ;
by id ;
keep id cluster PRIN1 PRIN2 PRIN3 PRIN4 PRIN5 ;
run ;
data out ; set xlchart;
file 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\pca.asc' ;
put cluster PRIN1 PRIN2 PRIN3 PRIN4 PRIN5 ;
run ;

/************************************************************
*/
/* CREATE AN OUTPUT FILE (NAMED "SAS_ZONES.ASC") 221 COLUMNS BY
*/
/*171 ROWS TO IMPORT BACK INTO ARC/INFO
*/
/*AS A GRIDDED ASCII FILE.
*/
/*THE FILE WILL CONTAIN "." WHERE THERE
*/
/*ARE NO DATA VALUES. THESE NEED TO BE
*/
/*REPLACED WITH "-9999" VALUES USING FIND
*/
/*AND REPLACE). THE HEADER FILE NEEDS TO
*/
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/*BE PASTED IN ALSO TO ALLOW FOR
*/
/*GEOREFERENCING.
*/
/**************************************************************/
data output ;
update join all ;
by id ;
keep id cluster ;
title 'Final output data set' ;
run ;
data outfile ; set output ;
file 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\temp.asc' ;
put cluster ;
run ;
data infile ;
keep c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10
c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17 c18 c19 c20
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26 c27 c28 c29 c30
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36 c37 c38 c39 c40
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46 c47 c48 c49 c50
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56 c57 c58 c59 c60
c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66 c67 c68 c69 c70
c71 c72 c73 c74 c75 c76 c77 c78 c79 c80
c81 c82 c83 c84 c85 c86 c87 c88 c89 c90
c91 c92 c93 c94 c95 c96 c97 c98 c99 c100
c101 c102 c103 c104 c105 c106 c107 c108 c109 c110
c111 c112 c113 c114 c115 c116 c117 c118 c119 c120
c121 c122 c123 c124 c125 c126 c127 c128 c129 c130
c131 c132 c133 c134 c135 c136 c137 c138 c139 c140
c141 c142 c143 c144 c145 c146 c147 c148 c149 c150
c151 c152 c153 c154 c155 c156 c157 c158 c159 c160
c161 c162 c163 c164 c165 c166 c167 c168 c169 c170
c171 c172 c173 c174 c175 c176 c177 c178 c179 c180
c181 c182 c183 c184 c185 c186 c187 c188 c189 c190
c191 c192 c193 c194 c195 c196 c197 c198 c199 c200
c201 c202 c203 c204 c205 c206 c207 c208 c209 c210
c211 c212 c213 c214 c215 c216 c217 c218 c219 c220
c221;
infile 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\temp.asc';
input
#1 @1 c1
#2 @1 c2
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#3 @1 c3
#4 @1 c4
#5 @1 c5
#6 @1 c6
#7 @1 c7
#8 @1 c8
#9 @1 c9
#10 @1 c10
#11 @1 c11
#12 @1 c12
#13 @1 c13
#14 @1 c14
#15 @1 c15
#16 @1 c16
#17 @1 c17
#18 @1 c18
#19 @1 c19
#20 @1 c20
#21 @1 c21
#22 @1 c22
#23 @1 c23
#24 @1 c24
#25 @1 c25
#26 @1 c26
#27 @1 c27
#28 @1 c28
#29 @1 c29
#30 @1 c30
#31 @1 c31
#32 @1 c32
#33 @1 c33
#34 @1 c34
#35 @1 c35
#36 @1 c36
#37 @1 c37
#38 @1 c38
#39 @1 c39
#40 @1 c40
#41 @1 c41
#42 @1 c42
#43 @1 c43
#44 @1 c44
#45 @1 c45
#46 @1 c46
#47 @1 c47
#48 @1 c48
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#49 @1 c49
#50 @1 c50
#51 @1 c51
#52 @1 c52
#53 @1 c53
#54 @1 c54
#55 @1 c55
#56 @1 c56
#57 @1 c57
#58 @1 c58
#59 @1 c59
#60 @1 c60
#61 @1 c61
#62 @1 c62
#63 @1 c63
#64 @1 c64
#65 @1 c65
#66 @1 c66
#67 @1 c67
#68 @1 c68
#69 @1 c69
#70 @1 c70
#71 @1 c71
#72 @1 c72
#73 @1 c73
#74 @1 c74
#75 @1 c75
#76 @1 c76
#77 @1 c77
#78 @1 c78
#79 @1 c79
#80 @1 c80
#81 @1 c81
#82 @1 c82
#83 @1 c83
#84 @1 c84
#85 @1 c85
#86 @1 c86
#87 @1 c87
#88 @1 c88
#89 @1 c89
#90 @1 c90
#91 @1 c91
#92 @1 c92
#93 @1 c93
#94 @1 c94
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#95 @1 c95
#96 @1 c96
#97 @1 c97
#98 @1 c98
#99 @1 c99
#100 @1 c100
#101 @1 c101
#102 @1 c102
#103 @1 c103
#104 @1 c104
#105 @1 c105
#106 @1 c106
#107 @1 c107
#108 @1 c108
#109 @1 c109
#110 @1 c110
#111 @1 c111
#112 @1 c112
#113 @1 c113
#114 @1 c114
#115 @1 c115
#116 @1 c116
#117 @1 c117
#118 @1 c118
#119 @1 c119
#120 @1 c120
#121 @1 c121
#122 @1 c122
#123 @1 c123
#124 @1 c124
#125 @1 c125
#126 @1 c126
#127 @1 c127
#128 @1 c128
#129 @1 c129
#130 @1 c130
#131 @1 c131
#132 @1 c132
#133 @1 c133
#134 @1 c134
#135 @1 c135
#136 @1 c136
#137 @1 c137
#138 @1 c138
#139 @1 c139
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#140 @1 c140
#141 @1 c141
#142 @1 c142
#143 @1 c143
#144 @1 c144
#145 @1 c145
#146 @1 c146
#147 @1 c147
#148 @1 c148
#149 @1 c149
#150 @1 c150
#151 @1 c151
#152 @1 c152
#153 @1 c153
#154 @1 c154
#155 @1 c155
#156 @1 c156
#157 @1 c157
#158 @1 c158
#159 @1 c159
#160 @1 c160
#161 @1 c161
#162 @1 c162
#163 @1 c163
#164 @1 c164
#165 @1 c165
#166 @1 c166
#167 @1 c167
#168 @1 c168
#169 @1 c169
#170 @1 c170
#171 @1 c171
#172 @1 c172
#173 @1 c173
#174 @1 c174
#175 @1 c175
#176 @1 c176
#177 @1 c177
#178 @1 c178
#179 @1 c179
#180 @1 c180
#181 @1 c181
#182 @1 c182
#183 @1 c183
#184 @1 c184
#185 @1 c185
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#186 @1 c186
#187 @1 c187
#188 @1 c188
#189 @1 c189
#190 @1 c190
#191 @1 c191
#192 @1 c192
#193 @1 c193
#194 @1 c194
#195 @1 c195
#196 @1 c196
#197 @1 c197
#198 @1 c198
#199 @1 c199
#200 @1 c200
#201 @1 c201
#202 @1 c202
#203 @1 c203
#204 @1 c204
#205 @1 c205
#206 @1 c206
#207 @1 c207
#208 @1 c208
#209 @1 c209
#210 @1 c210
#211 @1 c211
#212 @1 c212
#213 @1 c213
#214 @1 c214
#215 @1 c215
#216 @1 c216
#217 @1 c217
#218 @1 c218
#219 @1 c219
#220 @1 c220
#221 @1 c221;
run ;

data out ;
set infile ;
file 'D:\ca_Teale\noca\sas_zones.asc' linesize=5000 ;
put
c1
c2
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c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
c10
c11
c12
c13
c14
c15
c16
c17
c18
c19
c20
c21
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26
c27
c28
c29
c30
c31
c32
c33
c34
c35
c36
c37
c38
c39
c40
c41
c42
c43
c44
c45
c46
c47
c48
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c49
c50
c51
c52
c53
c54
c55
c56
c57
c58
c59
c60
c61
c62
c63
c64
c65
c66
c67
c68
c69
c70
c71
c72
c73
c74
c75
c76
c77
c78
c79
c80
c81
c82
c83
c84
c85
c86
c87
c88
c89
c90
c91
c92
c93
c94
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c95
c96
c97
c98
c99
c100
c101
c102
c103
c104
c105
c106
c107
c108
c109
c110
c111
c112
c113
c114
c115
c116
c117
c118
c119
c120
c121
c122
c123
c124
c125
c126
c127
c128
c129
c130
c131
c132
c133
c134
c135
c136
c137
c138
c139
c140
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c141
c142
c143
c144
c145
c146
c147
c148
c149
c150
c151
c152
c153
c154
c155
c156
c157
c158
c159
c160
c161
c162
c163
c164
c165
c166
c167
c168
c169
c170
c171
c172
c173
c174
c175
c176
c177
c178
c179
c180
c181
c182
c183
c184
c185
c186
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c187
c188
c189
c190
c191
c192
c193
c194
c195
c196
c197
c198
c199
c200
c201
c202
c203
c204
c205
c206
c207
c208
c209
c210
c211
c212
c213
c214
c215
c216
c217
c218
c219
c220
c221

;
run ;
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Vita
Ben Logan was born on February 5th, 1957 near Bowling Green, KY. After
college, he moved out West and eventually settled in San Luis Obispo, CA. He became a
landscape designer, specializing in xeriphytic landscapes. The Sunset Western Garden
Book was a constant companion for him as he sorted out the climatic complexities of San
Luis Obispo county. He can attest from his personal expeience that the Sunset Zones are
invaluable.
In the 1990's, Ben Logan moved back East to be closer to his family. His
interests eventually lead him to Geographic Information Systems and to Virginia
Polytechnic State University in Blacksburg, VA, where a great many fascinating research
projects utilized GIS. He has worked in GIS for over ten years. As he was largely selftaught, he realized that there were gaps in his education in programming and statistics.
He entered the Master's of Science program in Geography at Virginia Tech for a much
more rounded eduation in GIS. It was a very sweet experience to be able to combine this
new knowledge with his past experiences in the California climate.
Ben Logan will be teaching advanced GIS courses as an adjunct faculty member
at Concord College, Athens, WV. He hopes to enter the new PhD program in GeoSpatial analysis through the College of Natural Resources at Virginia Tech. In this
program, he would like to continue to gain a more thorough knowledge of spatial
statistics and its possibilities for use in the Geographic Information System environment.
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